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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Structure of this thesis

The research documented in this thesis concerns an X-ray pre-ionised, gas discharge excited argon fluorine excimer laser. In the introduction (Chapter 1) some basic laser theory is reviewed briefly, starting with a short historical overview. In the second chapter the theoretical implications for the studied ArF laser are dealt with in some more detail.

Next, the experimental set-up is discussed. The X-ray source, used to pre-ionise the laser gas mixture, is discussed in chapter 3. In chapter 4 the operation of the different electric circuits used in the research is explained.

The results of the research are presented in the chapters 5, 6 and 7. Chapter 5 concerns an investigation of the operation characteristics of the laser, using different excitation circuits. In chapter 6 a modification of the experimental set-up is studied both experimentally and theoretically. The generation of the long laser pulses mentioned in the title of this thesis is discussed in chapter 7.

In chapter 8 the main conclusions of the research are summarised in the form of design considerations for future lasers operating in the same regime as the one studied in this work.

In a gas discharge pumped excimer laser a number of factors are inherently intertwined. The basic factors determining the pulse length are the discharge quality,
the gas kinetics and several set-up properties, such as the electric circuitry and the mirror reflection. The discharge quality is primarily determined by the pre-ionisation of the gas, the pumping circuit parameters, the gas kinetics and set-up properties, e.g. the electrode design. The gas kinetics are determined by the natural properties of the gases themselves, the number densities of the ingredients and the energies of the particles, as determined by the discharge parameters. The gas kinetics have an effect on the discharge behaviour, which in its own right has an effect on the gas kinetics. It is therefore inevitable that within our experiments some parameters are varied simultaneously, which increases the difficulties in understanding the observed results.

1.2 Historical overview

Laser research has a long and eventful history. Its starting point is usually considered to be the 1917 paper by Albert Einstein in which he explained the interaction between radiation and matter [1], see also section 1.3. However, it lasted until 1953 before Gordon, Zeiger and Townes realised the worlds first device to make use of stimulated emission of radiation, an NH₃ microwave amplifier operating at a frequency of 24 MHz [2]. Their invention was called a 
\textit{maser}, which is the acronym of: microwave amplification by stimulated emission of radiation. In 1958 Schawlow and Townes speculated that the operating range of masers could be extended to shorter wave lengths if a ‘leaking’ resonant cavity was constructed around the emitting medium [3]. Using the partially silvered end-faces of a ruby-rod, Maiman proved this theory by constructing the first 
\textit{laser}, oscillating at \( \lambda = 694 \text{ nm} \) [4]. In the word laser ‘light’ replaces the word ‘microwave’ of the ‘maser’. (Later on the word ‘laser’ also was transferred into a verb, both in the form of ‘to lase’ and ‘to laser’.)

The first continuous gas laser was the He:Ne laser, operating in the infrared region, \( \lambda = 1.15 \mu \text{m} \) [5]. This was also the first gas discharge laser. The now well-known and frequently used visible red line of the He:Ne laser, \( \lambda = 632.8 \text{ nm} \), was found one year later [6].

The research of lasers and masers was rewarded in 1964 with the Nobel prize in physics, shared by Townes, Basov and Prokhorov [7].

In the meantime, in 1960, Houtermans discussed the possibilities of lasing between an excited state and a repulsive lower state, such as is found in noble gases [8]. Indeed, in 1971 Basov and coworkers demonstrated the first excimer laser, Xe₂, with \( \lambda = 172 \text{ nm} \) [9]. ‘Excimer’ is a contraction of the words ‘excited dimer’, a class
of molecules which exist only in an excited state. The following milestone was the
construction of the first ‘exciplex’ (excited complex) laser, XeBr+, λ = 282 nm, by
Searles and Hart in 1975 [10]. The ArF laser is one of this last class of laser. The
first electron beam excited ArF laser was built by Hoffman et al. in 1976 and half a
year later a gas discharge pumped ArF laser was realised by Burnham and Djeu [11].
Until now discharge pumped ArF lasers were only operated with fairly short pulses,
up to 25 ns. In this work we report on the next step in the ArF laser research: the
extension of the pulse length beyond 100 ns.

1.3 The operation of a laser

There is a vast number of papers written on the properties of lasers and lasing, e.g
see Siegman [12] and, in Dutch, Stijns [13]. Here we will limit ourselves to some
basic facts about light and lasing so as to give a rough guideline for the following
discussions, without attempting to be exhaustive.

The basics of the operation of a laser are contained in the word itself and the historical
overview above shows some steps needed to construct a laser.

Light, or microwave radiation, is somehow amplified through the process of stimulated
emission, introduced by A. Einstein. He considered a collection of identical particles,
each having two different energy levels $E_1$ and $E_2$, $E_2 > E_1$, with populations $N_1$ and
$N_2$. The energy difference between these levels corresponds to a radiation frequency
$\nu_{12}$ according to:

$$\Delta E_{12} = E_2 - E_1 = h\nu_{12}. \quad (1.1)$$

The particles can gain or lose the energy difference $\Delta E_{12}$ via three different processes,
see figure 1.1:

- **Absorption**, with coefficient $B_{12}$, which depends on the radiation field energy
density $\rho$ at $\nu = \nu_{12}$ and the population of the lower energy level, or: $dN_2/dt = B_{12}\rho(\nu_{12})N_1$.
- **Spontaneous emission**, with coefficient $A_{21}$, which only depends on the population
of the upper energy level, or: $dN_2/dt = A_{21}N_2$.
- **Induced or Stimulated emission**, with coefficient $B_{21}$, which depends on the
radiation field and the population of the upper level, or: $dN_2/dt = B_{21}\rho(\nu_{12})N_2$. 
In thermal equilibrium the lower level is more densely populated than the upper level. In order to generate radiation a higher population of the upper level than of the lower level is needed, the so-called ‘population inversion’. This takes energy which has to be pumped into the medium.

It is clear that the two-level system of the above example cannot sustain lasing, since the upper level population fills up the lower level upon emitting radiation, thus re-establishing the thermal equilibrium. In order to sustain lasing a third level is needed with an energy $E_3 < E_1$. The lifetime of the population of the lower level should be shorter than that of the upper level. In that case the lasing process proceeds as follows: a particle is pumped from the lowest level to the upper laser level, from which it relaxes to the lower laser level by emitting a photon. The particle then quickly returns to the lowest state via some other relaxation mechanism, so that the cycle can start anew.
1.4 Basic design of a laser

A laser basically consists of three parts, see figure 1.2:

- An emitting medium.
- A pumping source.
- A resonator, formed by a set of mirrors.

The emitting medium may consist of gases, liquids or solids. Lasers have even been built with edible media [12]. The pumping source can be anything from another light source to high energy electrons and chemical reactions, or even as far-fetched as nuclear energy [14] or the shock waves from explosions [15].

The first ArF laser was realised by using electron beam pumping by Hoffman, Hays and Tisone in 1976 [16]. Half a year later the first paper on a discharge pumped ArF laser was published by Burnham and Djeu [11]. Discharge excited devices have many advantages (and some drawbacks) over electron beam pumped devices;

- The electron beam is generated in a vacuum, while the laser gas mixture has a pressure of several bar. The two vessels are separated by a thin foil. The electrons have to penetrate the foil which causes losses. The foil is a weak link in the system, reducing the reliability of the device.
• In a discharge laser solid electrodes can be used with relatively low voltages, compared with an e-beam set-up.

• In discharge pumped lasers there is no need for a very thin high-pressure/vacuum separation that can break down.

• High power discharges in halogen containing gas mixtures are inherently unstable, see section 2.2, thus continuous operation is impossible. E-beam devices have pulse repetition rates of up to 100 Hz, while discharges can be run at several kHz.

• The electron energy in a discharge is lower than that of an e-beam pumped device, resulting in a lower formation efficiency of the ArF*-molecule. The efficiency of an e-beam pumped ArF laser can be up to 8 % [17,18], while that of a discharge pumped system is less than 4 % [19].

As has been indicated before, stimulated emission is dependent on the present radiation field \( \rho(\nu) \). A higher radiation field thus increases the contribution of the stimulated emission to the field. The function of the laser mirrors is to reflect the radiation back into the medium, so that the irradiance can increase even further. However, there is a maximum irradiance inside the resonator, the value of which is determined by the specific properties of the medium. A laser always starts from the ‘noise’ of the spontaneous emission, which is then increased by the optical feedback from the resonator. To obtain the laser beam one of the mirrors is only partly reflecting, transmitting the rest. When the reflection of the mirrors is too low, so that the optical feedback is not high enough, lasing is impossible, even when a high degree of population inversion has been reached. All energy is then lost in spontaneous emission and other possible relaxation mechanisms of the upper laser level.

### 1.5 Lasing parameters

Consider a medium in which population inversion has been established, between two resonator mirrors with reflection coefficients \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) respectively. The irradiance \( I_\nu \) of a monochromatic and collimated beam passing through the medium grows by stimulated emission with distance \( x \) according to:

\[
I_\nu(x) = I_\nu(0) e^{(\alpha-\gamma)x}.
\]  

(1.2)
where $\alpha$ is a gain coefficient that depends on the pumping power $P_m$ and on the population inversion. $\gamma$ is the summation of all optical losses inside the medium, except for the intended outcoupling losses at the mirrors. The irradiance grows according to equation 1.2 until an equilibrium is reached between the depopulation of the upper laser level by the stimulated emission and the production rate of the population inversion. This is called gain saturation.

Optical losses which contribute to $\gamma$ are:

1. Absorption and scattering at mirrors and windows.
2. Diffraction losses at mirrors and windows.
3. Absorption of laser-radiation by the lower laser level which is re-emitted in other directions by spontaneous emission.
4. Absorption by other gas mixture components.
5. Absorption and scattering by inhomogeneities in the discharge.

For a complete cavity round-trip through a resonator of length $L$ we find the power gain $G$:

$$G = \frac{I_{\text{initial}}}{I_{\text{final}}} = R_1 R_2 e^{(\alpha - \gamma)2L} \quad (1.3)$$

When $G > 1$ the irradiance grows, when $G < 1$ it decreases. The threshold condition for lasing is thus $G = 1$, so that the threshold gain coefficient is:

$$\alpha_{\text{th}} = \gamma - \frac{1}{2L} \ln (R_1 R_2) \quad (1.4)$$

Since $\alpha$ depends on the pumping power $P_m$, it is clear that the effective pumping power must be high enough to overcome all optical losses. The effective pumping power is defined as the part of the supplied energy that is actually used in the pumping process, which can be a very small part, e.g. due to electrical losses in the set-up. The critical effective pumping power is given by

$$P_{\text{th}} = \frac{8\pi h}{c^2} \alpha_{\text{th}} \nu^3 \Delta \nu \quad (1.5)$$

where $\Delta \nu$ is the bandwidth of the radiation field. Since $\nu = c/\lambda$, it can be seen from equation 1.5 that the necessary pumping power rapidly increases with a decreasing laser wavelength.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>He</th>
<th>Ne</th>
<th>Ar</th>
<th>Kr</th>
<th>Xe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Br</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: The wavelengths (in nm) of the main observed optical transitions in diatomic rare gas halogen excimer molecules. Numbers in brackets indicate that only fluorescence has been observed at that wavelength. Data taken from refs. [20–23].

1.6 Excimer lasers

Excimer lasers are lasers in which the lasing species is an excited molecule that has a repulsive (or very weakly bound) lower state. Once the molecule has undergone the radiative transition from the upper to the lower laser state, it almost immediately disintegrates, thus preventing the build-up of a significant population of the lower laser level. Therefore, the laser output power depends on the production rate of the excited molecules that make up the upper laser level, and not on the depopulation rate of the lower laser level, as is the case with other lasers.

Most excimer molecules used in lasers are di-atomic rare gas-halogen complexes. Therefore they were originally called ‘exciplex’ lasers. The catchword excimer laser is now used commonly for all real excimer lasers, exciplex lasers and even several halogen lasers, such as the molecular fluorine laser (with $\lambda_{F_2} = 157$ nm), although the latter does have a bound lower state.

An overview of different rare gas-halide excimer lasers and their wavelengths is given in table 1.1.

1.7 Why long pulse excimer lasers?

Excimer lasers can be very powerful lasers with large beam diameters at short wavelengths, see also chapter 2. A short wavelengths means a high photon energy. These properties make excimer lasers ideally suitable for applications such as nano-lithography, a variety of surgeries, i.e. eye, ear, mucosal surgery etc. as well as dentistry, surface-ablation studies, X-ray plasma generation and fast cutting and drilling of large
numbers of small holes in metals and composites, e.g. for use in turbine-blades and aircraft wings. Nowadays memory chips can be readily processed with details below 0.13 μm using ArF lasers [24].

However, these applications need a high beam quality, which means a low divergence of the beam and a narrow spectral bandwidth of the radiation. The properties of the laser beam are mainly determined by the resonator properties. When the radiation field inside the resonator starts from the optical noise of the spontaneous emission it has a large number of degrees of freedom. After several round trips inside the resonator only those spectral and spatial modes that fit the resonator are amplified enough to sustain lasing, while the other modes die out. The result is a narrower bandwidth and a decreased divergence, which allows for better transportation of the beam over long distances and a better focusability of the beam for small-size applications.

For pulsed lasers the combination of the resonator set-up and the pulse duration is a decisive parameter for the beam quality; longer pulses can generate better quality beams. An extensive treatment of different aspects of the beam quality of a long-pulse XeCl excimer laser can be found in the PhD-thesis of R.M. Hofstra, ref. [23].

Other factors of importance are that using long pulses reduces the damaging of optics, since such processes as compaction and colour centre formation are related to the incident intensity. Long laser pulses equally facilitate the transportation of optical signals through fibers. It has also been shown that long excimer laser pulses are very interesting for the generation of long X-ray pulses for the in vivo study of bacteria [26]. Furthermore, long pulse operation lowers stresses on the electrical components of the set-up, as may be seen from a comparison between the results of chapter 4 and chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical considerations

In this chapter we first shed some light on the theoretical background of the ArF-lasing process in a discharge pumped laser. In the second part several qualities of the discharge plasma are discussed.

2.1 The ArF laser

In a gas discharge the electric energy is transferred to the gas via the discharge electrons, which are accelerated by the electric field. The low energy electrons merely heat up the gas via elastic collisions with the heavy atoms and molecules. The electrons in the high energy tail of the electron energy distribution function can excite rare gas atoms via inelastic collisions:

\[ \text{Rg} + e \rightarrow \text{Rg}^* + e, \quad (2.1) \]

where Rg denotes a rare gas atom. Only a rather small fraction (a few per cent) of the electrons contribute to the direct ionisation of the rare gases [1]:

\[ \text{Rg} + e \rightarrow \text{Rg}^+ + 2e. \quad (2.2) \]

Most ions are formed by step-wise ionisation via the excited states.

The ArF* molecule is formed by three main processes: the so-called ‘harpooning’ reaction between an excited argon atom and molecular fluorine

\[ \text{Ar}^* + \text{F}_2 \rightarrow \text{ArF}^* + \text{F}, \quad (2.3) \]
and the two ionic recombination processes

$$\text{Ar}^+ + \text{F}^- + \text{Rg} \rightarrow \text{ArF}^* + \text{Rg}, \quad (2.4)$$

and

$$\text{Ar}_2^+ + \text{F}^- \rightarrow \text{ArF}^* + \text{Ar}. \quad (2.5)$$

In an e-beam pumped ArF laser Maeda et al. [2] found that the contribution of the harpooning process to the formation of ArF$^*$ molecules increases when the average electron temperature in the gas decreases. Nagai et al. [3] found that in the first stages of a gas discharge the harpooning process has a larger contribution to the formation than later in the discharge, where ionic recombination becomes more important. In their model of an ArF laser discharge, with He as buffer gas and at a total gas pressure of 2.53 bar, Akashi et al. [4] used the following efficiencies for the formation channels of the ArF molecule: 79.9 % of the ArF$^*$ molecules is assumed to be formed by harpooning [Eq. 2.3], 19.1 % by ionic recombination between Ar$^+$ and F$^-$ [Eq. 2.4] and 1.0 % by ionic recombination between Ar$_2^+$ and F$^-$ [Eq. 2.5]. Boichenko et al. found that the equilibrium between the harpooning and the ionic recombination processes in the laser differs with the used buffer gas [5].

Since in a long-pulse laser the used voltages, and thus the electric fields, are lower than in a short-pulse laser, the mean electron energy in a long-pulse laser is less than in a short pulse laser. We may therefore assume that the contribution of the harpooning process is larger in a long pulse laser than in a short pulse laser.

The ArF$^*$ molecule exists in two very closely lying upper states, the $B$ and the $C$ state [6, 7]. The mixing between the two states is sufficient for both states to be treated as a single state with a lifetime of 4.2 ns [6]. The lower level states, $A$ and $X$, are also strongly mixed. Therefore, the radiative transitions between the upper level states and the lower level can be seen as a continuum without a structure [1,6,8]. The accordingly simplified energy level diagram of the ArF$^*$ molecule and the radiating transition is shown in figure 2.1.

Although ArF lasing has been observed in e-beam devices in mixtures of only the active ingredients Ar and F$_2$, e.g. see refs. [2,5,9], in discharge excited lasers usually only a few percents of these gases are used in the buffer gases He and/or Ne. The ArF laser has been operated with NF$_3$ as the fluorine donor [8], but generally F$_2$ is used.

A schematic diagram of the kinetic reactions in an ArF laser discharge of Ar, F$_2$ and Ne is shown in figure 2.2. The energy flow in a gas mixture with a He buffer is equivalent, although the rate equations and the energies of the species differ somewhat [6].
In appendix B a number of kinetic reactions for the case of using He as the buffer gas is given. These reactions are used for the modelling of the laser in chapter 6.

The main formation channels are indicated with bold arrows in figure 2.2. From the figure it can be seen that several reactions are taking place in the discharge which channel energy away from the formation processes or which quench the ArF⁺ molecule itself. The most effective mechanisms of these are the quenching by F₂ and by electrons [5].

Besides these reactions the generated 193 nm photons are absorbed in the discharge by
Figure 2.2: Energy level diagram of an ArF discharge with Ne as the buffer gas. The diagram remains valid for the case of He as the buffer gas, although the energy levels of He are somewhat different from those of Ne. Taken from Ohwa and Ohata, ref. [6].
Sec. 2.2  Discharge formation and stability

F\(^{-}\) and Ar\(^{+}\), as well as by all rare gas dimers Rg\(_2\) in the mixture and by Ar\(_2\)F\(^{+}\) [3–5,10], although the latter reaction results in the reformation of an ArF\(^{+}\) molecule. Trace impurities of organic molecules also strongly absorb the ultra violet photons.

Discharge pumped ArF lasers radiate at a wavelength of 193.3±0.5 nm, which means a photon energy of \(\sim 6.4 \, \text{eV} \) [8,11–14]. The peak intensity wavelength is found to shift to longer wavelengths with increasing pressure. In the first observation of ArF radiation by Golde [15], in an after-glow experiment at a total gas pressure of a few torr, the measured wavelength was even as low as \(\lambda = 190.0 \pm 0.6 \, \text{nm}\).

Within the spectrum of the ArF radiation strong absorption bands are present from the Schumann-Runge bands of O\(_2\) [8,11,12,14,16,17]. The large effect of the O\(_2\) absorption is shown by Greene and Brau [16], who reported a two-fold output increase of their laser after the removal of O\(_2\) from the optical path inside the resonator. The absorption from F\(^{-}\) ions in the discharge has also been found in the radiation spectrum [3].

However, the effects of absorption of the radiation by impurities can be decreased by purification of the gas mixture and a thorough passivation of the laser vessel [12,17–19].

2.2  Discharge formation and stability

Discharges can roughly be divided in two: on the one hand streamer- or arc-like discharges, such as arcs and lightnings, and on the other hand glow-discharges that fill large volumes with a homogeneous plasma.

An arc-like discharge starts when a free electron is accelerated by a strong electric field, gaining enough kinetic energy to ionise the gas molecules and atoms with which it collides. The electrons that are freed in these collisions are accelerated as well, thus resulting in a self-increasing electron avalanche. Since the electrons move much faster than the ions, a cone-like wake of positive ions is formed behind the negatively charged electron cloud, see figure 2.3. This positive wake can attract other electron clouds and the result is a more or less narrow conductive channel which can carry large amounts of current. The electrons starting the small attracted streamers can be the result of UV-ionisation by the head of the primary avalanche [20,21].

However, this type of discharge cannot fill a large volume completely. For large scale homogeneous discharges it is necessary to pre-ionise the gas so as to form a homogeneous electron density distribution, from which a large number of electron
Figure 2.3: The growth of an electron avalanche into a streamer- or arc-discharge. 
Left: Moving electron cloud with a cone-shaped wake of positive ions. Centre: Small 
avenches are attracted to the large ion-cone. Right: A conducting channel between 
the two electrodes is formed.

avalanches can start simultaneously. The resulting overlapping electron clouds and 
ion-cones forms a homogeneous plasma, see figure 2.4.

Several authors have discussed the theoretical criteria for a minimum pre-ionisation 
electron density to ensure a good discharge homogeneity, e.g. see [20–22]. In the 
calculations of Levatter and Lin, ref. [21], an average minimum pre-ionisation electron 
density of approximately $10^5$ cm$^{-3}$ is found by assuming a minimum overlap of the 
avenches heads after a certain multiplication time. However, when the electrode 
voltage rise time is very short the pre-ionisation electron density should be higher 
than $10^5$ cm$^{-3}$ and with a long voltage rise time a lower electron density can be 
allowed.

In order to start a discharge, the pre-ionisation electron density must be multiplied 
to the discharge level of $\sim 10^{14}$ cm$^{-3}$ [23] by the electric field.

Once the electron density has become high enough, the ionisation becomes equal to 
the electron losses. The main electron loss processes are the ionic recombination 
in the form of a three-body collision process:

$$Rg + Rg^+ + e \rightarrow Rg + Rg, \quad (2.6)$$
and the dissociative electron attachment to fluorine:

\[ F_2 + e \rightarrow F^- + F. \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

Since the attachment to fluorine occurs at a rate of \( 10^{-9} \text{ cm}^3/\text{s} \) [24], which is much faster than the ionic recombination, we can write

\[ \frac{dn_e}{dt} = \{ \alpha(E) - \beta(E) \} n_e v_d(E), \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.8)

where \( n_e \) is the number of electrons, \( \alpha(E) \) is the electric field dependent first Townsend ionisation coefficient for the gas mixture, \( \beta(E) \) is the electron attachment coefficient of fluorine of equation 2.7 and \( v_d(E) \) is the drift velocity of the electrons in the electric field. The attachment rate coefficient of fluorine rapidly decreases with increasing electron energy [24,25].

From this discussion it can be seen that for a given electric field the discharge plasma can reach a steady state, determined by the electron balance 2.8. A discharge in its steady state has a low impedance, which is more or less inversely proportional to the discharge current. The high electron density in such a discharge makes it a very efficient tool for the formation of excimer molecules.
If the excitation circuit allows so, the discharge can be operated at a steady state voltage $V_{SS} \propto E_{SS}$, which is determined by the electron balance 2.8 and by the qualities of the experimental set-up. However, if the local discharge properties at one point are somewhat different from the rest of the discharge, the local $E_{SS}$ may be slightly different from that of the surrounding plasma. If, for instance, the fluorine concentration at one point is lower than in the surrounding region, the electron loss due to attachment is decreased causing a local electron excess, which leads to an increase of the the local field, that causes a higher ionisation rate, which causes a higher electron density, that cannot be balanced by the attachment to fluorine ... And so on and so forth. This process is called halogen depletion [26] or an Operating Point Instability [27]. Thus, the instability grows with an increasing speed until a plasma filament is formed that bridges the electrode gap and forms a short-circuiting arc. The same runaway loop occurs if the local electric field is slightly higher than the surrounding field, for instance at a small protrusion from the electrode [28].

At the boundary of the cathode the number of electrons is governed by the field emission properties of the cathode material. Usually the cathode emission characteristics prevent it from supplying enough electrons to sustain the discharge at the steady state field, so that a positively charged cathode layer is formed. The current in the cathode layer is then initially carried by the positive ions, which bombard the cathode with enough energy to create hot spots in which the electron emission is greatly enhanced. Later in the discharge almost all current is supplied to the discharge via the cathode hot spots.

The hot spot formation and density on the cathode has been attributed to several factors [4, 10, 28–37],

- The cathode roughness; electrode protrusions increase the local field strength and thus the field emission of electrons.

- The cathode material; the field emission is determined by the work function of the cathode material.

- The rise time of the current through the discharge; a faster current density rise yields more and smaller hot spots.

- The discharge gas; the kinetic energy with which the positive ions strike the cathode determines the electrode temperature.

- The condition of the upper cathode layer; contamination of the cathode changes the emission properties.
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- The pre-ionisation electron density; a higher electron density yields more and smaller hot spots.

- The breakdown voltage of the discharge; a higher breakdown voltage yields more and smaller hot spots.

- The irradiance of the laser light on the cathode; according to Akashi et al. [10] the photo-ionisation and the photo-detachments processes influence the cathode sheet homogeneity.

Using highly polished copper electrodes, Dreiskemper et al. [30] have shown that high current density carrying hot spot-free discharges do exist, leading them to the conclusion that hot spots are always triggered by electrode surface inhomogeneities. In their hot spot-free discharges a bright cathode sheet is formed, which can be thought of as one huge single hot spot, covering the entire electrode surface homogeneously.

Since discrete hot spots are local density fluctuations in the electric field, they have a profound impact on the stability of the discharge. Hot spots are the main starting point for plasma filaments growing into the discharge [27, 29–32, 34, 37]. On photographs of XeCl and KrF laser discharges in these references filaments protruding from cathode hot spots may be seen that end in cup-like features which spread out into the homogeneous part. These filaments grow further into the discharge until either the current pulse ends or until they have bridged the electrode gap, forming a short-circuiting arc. If the voltage reverses over a discharge, because of oscillations in the excitation circuit, the process occurs at the other electrode as well [32]. This increases the chances of short-circuiting when opposite streamers connect. Therefore discharges tend to arc more easily when the direction of the current is reversed during the discharge.

To minimise the chances of the formation of instabilities due to electric field inhomogeneities, several authors have developed analytical expressions for the design of electrodes which cause minimum electrical field distortions by the electrode boundaries, see for instance refs. [38–40].

However, discharge instabilities arise from other small-scale inhomogeneities as well. Even the hot spot-free discharges of Dreiskemper et al. [30] show filamentary structures, which might have grown into arcs if not the current pulse had ended. The authors suggest the filamentation to be a consequence of an insufficient pre-ionisation, which is supported by the results of modelling by Akashi et al. [28].
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Chapter 3

The X-ray source

In section 2.2 the necessity of pre-ionisation of the laser gas mixture has been pointed out. In this chapter we describe, after a short introduction, the experimental set-up of the X-ray source and the results of some experiments which characterise the source.

Pre-ionisation may be done by several methods:

- Injection of electrons.
- Injection of other particles, e.g. α-particles.
- Irradiation with UV radiation.
- Irradiation with X-rays.

All methods have their specific advantages and disadvantages.

Pre-ionisation of excimer lasers is usually performed by UV radiation, either from a corona discharge behind a screen electrode or, more often, from spark-plugs next to the discharge area, see also chapter 4. The advantage of UV pre-ionisation is its relative simplicity. The main drawback is that the pre-ionisation usually is not very homogeneous as the penetration depth of the radiation is rather low, and the source of the radiation inhomogeneous:

- If the pre-ionisation is done by sparkplugs, the UV is generated from a number of localised sources.
• In the case of behind-the-screen UV-pre-ionisation the radiation has to pass a mesh electrode, which blocks part of the radiation.

During the discharge a screen- or a mesh electrode disturbs the discharge homogeneity as well, because of its non-uniformity. Furthermore, the debris of the sparkplugs or of the corona source contaminates the discharge gas.

Pre-ionisation by X-rays does not have these disadvantages. X-ray photons have a high energy and a large penetration depth. An additional advantage is that an X-ray source may be constructed to irradiate the discharge volume through a solid laser electrode, leading both to a more homogeneous pre-ionisation density and a more homogeneous electric field in the discharge volume. The X-ray source may even be built separate from the laser head and the discharge system, if the two are separated by a window which is transparent for the X-rays. The X-ray pre-ionisation can be collimated rather easily, in order to pre-ionise only the discharge area and not the entire gas volume. This increases the efficiency of the pre-ionisation and of the entire laser [1].

It has been shown that sharp boundaries can be allowed when defining the pre-ionisation window [2], and that the intensity profile of the laser beam can be controlled by detailed manipulation of the pre-ionisation density [3]. Furthermore, with sharply defined discharge boundaries flat electrodes may be used, instead of profiled electrodes that are more difficult to make, more expensive and less effective in the use of the optical gain volume [4–6].

Therefore, X-rays have been chosen as the pre-ionisation method for our ArF-laser.

3.1 Experimental set-up

The X-ray source consists of a high voltage cathode from which electrons are accelerated towards an anode. When the electrons strike the anode they are decelerated, producing the X-rays.

We used a corona-plasma cathode [7,8] to generate a high voltage, high density plasma from which electrons can be drawn easily. The cathode consists of a 62 cm long glass tube, with an outer diameter of 10 mm and a thickness of 1.5 mm. The tube is covered with a 58 cm long, 50 μm thick brass foil, see Fig 3.1. A 0.1 mm diameter tungsten wire is wound around the tube and the brass foil. In the foil a window of approximately 56 × 1 cm² width is cut, so that the wire is in contact with the
Figure 3.1: A cut-away overview of the corona-plasma cathode. The inner electrode is placed inside a glass tube. The tube is almost completely covered with a brass foil. The foil ends with corona rings and it is wound with a tungsten wire. The window in the brass foil is framed along its entire length by field shaping rods (only partially shown). During the operation a high voltage pulse is applied to the brass foil and the wires. The inner electrode is connected to the ground via a separate capacitor.

glass. The foil is ended with 5 mm thick corona rings. Along the entire length of the foil two brass rods of 5 mm diameter are soldered, aligned with the edges of the window. Inside the glass tube is a brass rod of the same length as the foil, serving as an internal electrode so that the entire structure acts as a cylindrical capacitor. The rod is pushed against the top of the glass tube by a narrow strip of mylar underneath it. The entire structure rests on two PVDF supports at an anode-cathode distance of 10 mm, see figure 3.1 on page 60.

During the operation of the corona-plasma cathode the foil is pulse charged to a negative high voltage, while the inner electrode remains at a lower potential. This causes high field gradients around the wires generating a corona, from which electrons are drawn towards the glass. Upon striking the glass the electrons create a plasma from which electrons are expelled towards the anode, see figure 3.2. The brass rods along the window help focussing the electron beam.

The internal brass rod is grounded via a capacitor $C_{\text{div}}$. The resulting capacitive
Figure 3.2: Schematic set-up of the X-ray source. The corona tube, with a natural capacitance $C_{\text{tube}}$, is charged to a negative high voltage. The inner electrode is capacitively connected to the ground via a capacitor $C_{\text{div}}$. The anode is grounded directly. At the window in the brass foil a plasma is created, from which an electron beam is expelled towards the anode where the X-rays are generated. The X-rays are transmitted through the anode.

division with the capacitance of the glass tube lowers the voltage difference across the glass compared to a directly grounded inner electrode, which reduces the risk of a breakdown through the glass, thus extending the lifetime of the cathode considerably [7].

The voltage difference across the glass tube $V_{\text{tube}}$ is given by:

$$V_{\text{tube}} = V_{\text{foil}} \frac{C_{\text{div}}}{C_{\text{div}} + C_{\text{tube}}}, \quad (3.1)$$

where $V_{\text{foil}}$ is the voltage applied to the foil. The natural capacitance of the cathode
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can be estimated using

\[ C_{\text{tube}} = 2\pi \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_{\text{glass}} \frac{l}{\ln \left( \frac{r_{\text{out}}}{r_{\text{in}}} \right)} \] (3.2)

Where \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the dielectric permittivity of free space and \( \varepsilon_{\text{glass}} \) the relative permittivity of the glass. Taking \( l = 58 \) cm, \( r_{\text{out}} = 5 \) mm, \( r_{\text{in}} = 3.5 \) mm, \( \varepsilon_0 = 8.85 \cdot 10^{-12} \) F/m and \( \varepsilon_{\text{glass}} = 5 \) [9], we find \( C_{\text{tube}} = 452 \) pF.

\( C_{\text{div}} \) is made of three 0.2 nF, 40 kV max. capacitors in series, so \( C_{\text{div}} = 67 \) pF. Thus \( V_{\text{tube}} = 0.13 \cdot V_{\text{foil}} \). Since \( V_{\text{foil}} = V_X \), the X-ray driving voltage, and \( V_X \approx 70 \) kV, \( V_{\text{tube}} \approx 9 \) kV, which is high enough to generate a corona plasma [10].

The corona plasma, from which the electrons are drawn, grows towards the anode during the high voltage pulse with a velocity \( v_p \), therefore the voltage pulse must be shorter than \( d_0/v_p \) to prevent a short-circuiting of the source. The plasma surface acts as a virtual cathode, whose area \( A_p \) is determined by the cathode area \( A_{\text{emh}} \), the anode area \( A_{\text{an}} \), the inter-electrode distance \( d_0 \) and by the plasma velocity \( v_p \) [11]:

\[ A_p = \frac{v_p}{d_0} (A_{\text{an}} - A_{\text{cath}}) t + A_{\text{cath}}. \] (3.3)

The current through the plasma \( I_X(t) \) is space-charge limited according to the Child-Langmuir law,

\[ I_X(t) = \frac{4}{9} \varepsilon_0 \sqrt{\frac{2e}{m}} \frac{V_X^{3/2}}{(d_0 - v_p t)^2} A_p, \] (3.4)

in which \( e \) and \( m \) are the electron charge and mass respectively, \( V_X \) is the cathode voltage and \( A_p \) is the effectively emitting electrode area, given by equation 3.3.

Once the electrons strike the surface of the anode they are decelerated, producing X-rays. The emitted X-ray spectrum consists of material-specific frequencies, but the most important factor is the continuous Bremsstrahlung, with an energy spectrum between 0 and \( eV_X \) according to

\[ E_X(\varepsilon) = \alpha \int_{0}^{d_0/v_p} \frac{I_X(t)}{eA_{\text{an}}} Z (eV_X - \varepsilon) \, dt, \] (3.5)
where \( \epsilon \) is the X-ray photon energy, \( \alpha = 1.13 \times 10^{10} \text{ J}^{-1} \) \([11]\) and \( Z \) is the atom number of the material of the cathode. The total emitted X-ray energy is given by

\[
E_X = \int_0^{V_X} E(\epsilon) \, d\epsilon,
\]

which means that

\[
E_X \propto I_X V_X^2 \propto V_X^{7/2}.
\]

Since the emitted X-ray energy is not only proportional to the atomic number \( Z \) of the anode material but to the transmission characteristics of the anode as well, we use a thin \((20 \pm 5 \mu m)\) tungsten layer \((Z_W = 74)\) as the decelerating target material. The tungsten layer is flame-sprayed on an aluminium sheet, which has a low X-ray absorption \((Z_{Al} = 13)\). The anode doubles as a pressure window between the vacuum of the X-ray source and the high pressure of the gas mixture inside the laser chamber. In the 1 cm thick aluminium anode a \(60 \times 2 \text{ cm}^2\) groove is milled down to 1 mm thickness to minimise the absorption of the X-rays, whilst at the same time keeping the structure strong enough to withstand the pressure difference, e.g. see figure 5.1. The tungsten layer on the underside of the anode only covers the area of the groove in the upper side.

### 3.2 Characterisation of the X-ray source

The X-ray source is operated with a mini-mx generator, equal to the one delivering the pre-pulse. The mini-mx is described in appendix A. The cathode voltage is measured with a resistive probe \([11,12]\).

The X-ray intensity is measured with a NE102A fast plastic scintillator, consisting of polyvinyl toluene. The scintillating block of \(1 \times 2 \times 2 \text{ cm}^3\) is wrapped in 50 \(\mu\)m thick aluminium foil for shielding and the visible light is measured via an optical fiber with a Hamamatsu R763 photomultiplier inside the measuring Faraday cage.

Typical wave forms of the measured cathode voltage \(V_X\) and the X-ray intensity are shown in figure 3.3. Since the X-ray intensity profile closely follows the cathode voltage signal \(V_X\), the voltage signal can be used as an accurate indicator of the X-ray source performance.
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*Figure 3.3: Typical wave forms of the X-ray source. Upper trace: X-ray intensity (photomultiplier signal). Lower trace: The cathode voltage $V_X$. Mini-marx charging voltage $V_{XP} = 28$ kV.*

When using the X-source the chamber is continuously pumped with a turbo-molecular pump, resulting in a pressure inside the source of approximately $3 \cdot 10^{-5}$ mbar. Although a higher pressure inside the source can be beneficial for high repetition rate operation of the source [7], a pressure of $\geq 1 \cdot 10^{-4}$ mbar caused the voltage and current signals of the source to oscillate, indicating a plasma closure inside the source.

The longitudinal X-ray intensity profile was measured at charging voltages of the mini-marx of 20 kV and 25 kV, with the scintillator placed flat inside the groove of the X-ray anode to fix its transverse position. The transverse intensity profile was measured on top of the laser anode, with the scintillator placed upright to obtain a better spatial resolution. The results are shown in figure 3.4.

From figure 3.4 it can be seen that the longitudinal profile of the source has a variation of less than 6 percent along a length of 50 cm. However, the local average intensity is slightly lower at the right side of the profile than on the left side. This is probably caused by a slight unparallelism of the X-ray source electrodes. The transverse
The X-ray intensity profile has a 2 cm wide top with a variation of less than 5 % and smoothly decaying edges.

The X-ray dosage has been measured with Physiotechnie SEQ6 pyro-electric pen dosimeters. The X-ray dose is found to be 90 mRad directly on top of the X-ray source anode and 25 mRad at the discharge volume at a mini-marx charging voltage of 25 kV.

3.3 Pre-ionisation electron density measurements

To measure the electron density generated by the X-ray pulse in the laser gas mixture we used the laser chamber as a charge collector [5, 8, 11]. The laser electrodes are incorporated in a current loop with a storage capacitor $C_{\text{stor}}$ and a measuring resistor $R_{\text{meas}}$. See figure 3.5. The laser cathode is charged continuously by a positive DC-voltage. For the sake of clarity, we will continue to refer to the electrode as the laser cathode, although it acts as an anode during these experiments.

When the X-ray pulse is fired, the resulting electrons in the gas mixture in the laser
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Figure 3.5: The experimental set-up for the pre-ionisation electron density measurement. HV: Charging circuit. $C_{stor}$: Storage capacitor, 2.7 nF. $R_{meas}$: Measuring resistor, 1 MΩ. Scope: Oscilloscope in Faraday cage.

chamber move towards the laser cathode under the influence of the applied electrical field. This results in a current that may be monitored by the voltage across the resistor $R_{meas}$.

The capacitor $C_{stor}$ is merely used to separate the oscilloscope from the high voltage of the laser cathode. The minimum capacitance is determined by the expected number of generated electrons; it must be high enough to prevent the voltage across the laser electrodes from being influenced by the pre-ionisation electron current. An estimated pre-ionisation electron density of $10^3$ cm$^{-3}$ in a volume of 100 cm$^3$ and allowing a voltage difference of 10 V yields $C_{stor} > 1$ nF. In our set-up $C_{stor} = 2.7$ nF.

The BC-time of the measuring circuit must be much shorter than the electron transition time, which is expected to be several µs [5,11]. The capacitance of the measuring circuit is the replacement value of $C_{stor}$ and the parallel parasitic capacitance of the set-up, which is approximately 40 pF. Using a 50 Ω terminated standard coaxial cable for the measurements thus ensures a sufficiently fast response.

The measuring circuit of $C_{stor}$ and $R_{meas}$ was fitted inside a metal box for electrical shielding.

The generated electron density may be accurately measured if the electron transition time is much longer than the pre-ionisation pulse length and if the electron losses due
to ionic recombination or electron attachment can be neglected. The electron losses may be balanced to a certain extent by applying a sufficient voltage difference across the pre-ionised region. However, care must be taken to prevent electron avalanching, see section 2.2. In the case of a properly tuned system the measured voltage wave form has a triangular shape, whose area corresponds to the number of generated electrons according to equation 3.7. Superimposed on the signal is a longer pulse with a lower amplitude, generated by the current which is carried by the slow moving ions. Both voltage pulses have the same area, since the number of charge-carriers must be equal.

The wave form shown in figure 3.6 shows several properties of the measurement:

- The near instantaneously applied pre-ionisation (at this time scale).
- The triangular shape of the electron current pulse $\Delta ABC$.
- The triangular shape of the ionic current pulse $\Delta AB'C'$.
Figure 3.7: The generated electron densities in noble gases and noble gas mixtures at 4 bar total pressure. Left panel: ■: He:Ar = 95.0:5.0. △: He:Ne:Ar = 92.5:5.0:2.5. ○: Pure He. Right panel: ●: Pure Ar. The curves are $V^2_{Xp}$ fits through the data, see equation 3.7. Note the different vertical scales. Charging voltage $V_{Xp} = 28$ kV Collector voltage $V_{col} = 2.0$ kV.

- The drift velocity of the electrons $d_{el}/(t_c - t_A)$, with $d_{el}$ the electrode separation.
- The drift velocity of the ions $d_{ion}/(t_c' - t_A)$.
- A deviation of the triangular shape of the electron pulse near point $D$, due to electron losses that are insufficiently balanced by the applied voltage difference.

The pre-ionisation effectiveness of the X-ray pulse depends on the attenuation of the radiation, which can be described by a Lambert-Beer type law [11]:

$$E(\epsilon, x) = E(\epsilon, 0) e^{-\mu(\epsilon)x}$$

(3.8)

where $E(\epsilon, 0)$ is the incident radiant energy of photons with energy $\epsilon$, $E(\epsilon, x)$ is the remaining photon energy after a travelled distance $x$ through the absorbing medium and $\mu(\epsilon)$ is the total linear energy absorption of the medium for photons with energy $\epsilon$. For a mixture consisting of several components the resulting mass attenuation
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>$W$ [eV]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>46.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ne</td>
<td>36.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>26.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kr</td>
<td>24.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xe</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: The radiant energy losses $W$ of the ionisation of the noble gases. Data taken from ref. [13].

The coefficient can be estimated via the mixture rule:

$$
\frac{\mu(\epsilon)}{\rho} = \sum_i f_i \frac{\mu_i(\epsilon)}{\rho_i}
$$

(3.9)

with $\rho_i$ the total density of the component $i$ and $f_i$ its weight fraction.

The radiant energy losses for the creation of an electron-ion pair for the noble gases are given in table 3.1.

The behaviour predicted by the mixture rule [Eq. 3.9] and by the Child-Langmuir law [Eq. 3.7] can be found in figure 3.7, which shows the generated electron density in several noble gases and noble gas mixtures. It is clear from the figure that in pure argon ten times more electrons are produced than in helium and that a small addition of a heavy noble gas in He indeed increases the generated electron density considerably. The gas mixture of He:Ne:Ar = 92.5:5.0:2.5 corresponds to the noble gas composition of the laser gas mixture used in the experiments of chapter 5.

Since the attachment of the electrons to fluorine occurs at a time scale of a few ns [14] it is interesting to calculate the effective pre-ionisation electron density when fluorine is present in the gas mixture. Neglecting diffusion and recombination, the temporal evolution of the electron density $n_e$ may be described by

$$
\frac{dn_e}{dt} = S_0 - \beta n_e n_{F_2}
$$

(3.10)

where $S_0$ is the electron production rate of the X-ray source, $\beta$ is the attachment rate and $n_{F_2}$ is the fluorine concentration in the gas mixture [2,15]. Taking $S_0$ to be constant, we obtain

$$
n_e = \frac{S_0}{\beta n_{F_2}} \left(1 - e^{-\beta n_{F_2} t}\right).
$$

(3.11)
From figures 3.3 and 3.7 we may approximate $S_0 \approx 3 \cdot 10^6/150 = 2 \cdot 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$/ns for the He:Ne:Ar mixture. Taking $\beta = 10^{-9}$ cm$^3$/s [14,16] and a fluorine concentration of 6 mbar (as in chapter 5) we get $1/\beta n_{F_2} \approx 6$ ns. Thus the effective pre-ionisation electron density generated by the X-ray source in that case is $S_0/\beta n_{F_2} \approx 1.2 \cdot 10^8$.

For the case of chapter 7 we take 1 mbar F$_2$ and we assume a generated electron density of $n_e \approx 1 \cdot 10^{10}$ cm$^{-3}$ for the case of a gas mixture without fluorine. This yields $S_0 \approx 1 \cdot 10^{10}/150 = 6.7 \cdot 10^{10}$ cm$^{-3}$/ns and $1/\beta n_{F_2} \approx 37$ ns, giving an effective pre-ionisation electron density of $S_0/\beta n_{F_2} \approx 2.5 \cdot 10^8$.
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Chapter 4

Excitation circuits and modes of operation

When designing an excitation circuit for a discharge pumped laser several factors are important;

- A homogeneous multiplication of the pre-ionisation electron density.
- A high voltage for the breakdown of the discharge.
- A short current rise time.
- A high total current density.
- The pumping voltage should be matched to $V_{ss}$ during the stable phase of the discharge.
- A high energy efficiency.
- As little current ringing as possible after the discharge.
- Reliable and reproducible operation.
- A good optical quality.
Some of these factors depend on the geometrical properties of the discharge unit, most are depending on the excitation circuit.

In order to operate a gas discharge laser a homogeneous electrical gas discharge has to be created. To do so, voltages of several tens of kilovolts, and currents of up to tens of kiloamperes must be switched rapidly and reproducibly, preferably at several hundreds of pulses per second. This calls for special switches.

The simplest form of a high voltage switch is a spark-gap. It consists of two conductors, placed a short distance apart in a gas. When a high voltage difference is applied over the gap, the gas breaks down in one or more arcs, allowing high currents to pass. The switching parameters of a spark gap can be manipulated by the shape of the electrodes, the interelectrode gap, and the type and pressure of the gas between the electrodes.

However, since the triggering of a spark gap relies on the formation of arcs, which is a statistical process, spark gaps inherently show a time jitter in their switching. The electrode material also erodes from sputtering at each shot. This makes spark gaps unfit for operation at a high repetition rate and unsuitable if a high reliability is needed. For these purposes saturable inductors are a better choice.

In this chapter an overview is given of different circuits and modes of operation for the excitation of a gas discharge pumped laser. In the first few sections, circuits based on spark-gap switches are described. Then, after a short introduction to the properties of saturable inductors, several circuits operating with saturable inductors are treated.

In chapter 5 the experimental results of the circuits are discussed.

### 4.1 Charge-Transfer mode

The simplest way to pump a laser gas discharge is by discharging a capacitor through a pre-ionised gas in a so-called charge-transfer system.

A rather efficient form of the charge transfer circuit is shown in figure 4.1 [1]. It is operated by pulse charging the storage capacitor $C_{stor}$ by some main circuit. The voltage on $C_{stor}$ causes the spark-plugs $S$, which are positioned alongside the laser electrodes, to break down into arcs. This allows a current from $C_{stor}$ to charge the pulse capacitor $C_p$ while at the same time pre-ionising the discharge volume by the UV radiation produced by the spark plugs. If the voltage on $C_p$ is high enough, this causes the pre-ionised gas between the laser electrodes to break down. After the gas breakdown the laser is excited by the energy stored on $C_p$. 
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Figure 4.1: The automatically UV-spark pre-ionised charge transfer circuit and the resulting voltage pulse. \( HV \): Charging circuit. \( C_{\text{stor}} \): Storage capacitor. \( L_{\text{stor}} \): Self-inductance of the storage circuit. \( S \): Spark gap switch. \( V_{\text{in}} \): The UV-radiation produced by the sparks pre-ionises the discharge volume. \( L_{\text{circ}} \): Self-inductance of the discharge circuit. \( C_{\text{p}} \): Pulse capacitor. \( V_{\text{br}} \): Breakdown voltage of the laser. \( V_{\text{SS}} \): Steady state voltage.

With this circuit the pre-ionisation always starts at the same time, i.e. at the breakdown of the spark gaps and the onset of the voltage pulse on the electrodes. This results in a predictable operation of the laser, but it inhibits further optimisation of the system.

Gas discharges are preferably operated at the steady state, as defined by equation 2.8 in section 2.2. In that case the voltage across the discharge can be considered constant at \( V_{\text{SS}} \) during the first half cycle of the \( LC \) oscillation of the current through the discharge \([2,3]\). The current through the discharge may be written as:

\[
I = \sqrt{\frac{C_{\text{p}}}{L_{\text{circ}}}} (V_{\text{C}} - V_{\text{SS}}) \sin \left( \frac{t}{\sqrt{L_{\text{circ}}C_{\text{p}}}} \right), \tag{4.1}
\]

Where \( V_{\text{C}} \) is the charging voltage of the pulse capacitor \( C_{\text{p}} \), and \( L_{\text{circ}} \) is the self-inductance of the discharge circuit. If initially \( V_{\text{C}} = 2V_{\text{SS}} \), the capacitor \( C_{\text{p}} \) is empty after the first half current oscillation and all electrical energy is transferred to the gas discharge.
However, the breakdown voltage of the discharge gap for optimum operation of such a circuit is much higher than $2V_{5S}$. The main disadvantage of the charge transfer circuit is therefore that a single circuit is used to break down the discharge as well as to sustain the laser. Thus, the circuit must be charged with a too high voltage for an efficient transfer of the pumping power to the gas, while the excessively high voltage favours the growth of instabilities as well. Thus, only relatively inefficient, short pulses of $\tau \lesssim 20$ ns (FWHM) are generated. Nevertheless, the pumping power of this type of laser can be very high, because the self-inductance $L_{\text{circ}}$ of the discharge circuit can be made very low.

Increasing the capacitance of $C_p$ causes a longer current pulse, but a longer charging time as well. A longer voltage rise allows more time for the growth of instabilities in the discharge volume. Thus, the discharge quality is reduced, causing a worse performance of the laser.

If the pre-ionisation of the gas mixture is done by an external source, $C_p$ can be charged before the gas is pre-ionised. When the pre-ionisation pulse is applied the laser gas mixture breaks down in the same manner as described above. If the pre-ionisation is done by X-rays, this operation mode is called the X-ray triggered mode, for obvious reasons.

### 4.2 Church mode

Some lasers make use of the current from the storage capacitor to deliver additional energy to the discharge and so to lengthen the discharge pulse, e.g. see refs. [4, 5]. If the self-inductance of the circuit between the discharge and the storage capacitor is very low, $C_{\text{stor}}$ can become the main power supply for the discharge instead of $C_p$ [4]. Especially if $C_p$ is much smaller than $C_{\text{stor}}$, the current from $C_{\text{stor}}$ to $C_p$ after the closing of the switch $S$ causes a short, high voltage overshoot on $C_p$. This voltage pulse breaks down the discharge, which is then sustained at a lower voltage by $C_{\text{stor}}$, so that the pulse capacitor $C_p$ has become merely a peaking capacitor.

The advantage of this circuit is that the laser can be operated near voltage matching during the entire pulse, if the circuit parameters such as the capacitances and the inductances are properly chosen.

Such a circuit, using a triggerable switch and X-ray pre-ionisation, is shown in figure 4.2 together with the resulting voltage pulse. The circuit has been called the "church" mode circuit, after the shape of the voltage pulse. The storage capacitor
is built in the form of a Pulse Forming Network (PFN). The switch is a triggerable multi spark rail gap, which is a low inductive spark gap designed to break down in several arcs along its entire length. In our set-up the rail gap is 60 cm long and it usually breaks down in more than ten arcs. The rail gap is operated by applying a high voltage pre-pulse on the trigger electrode inside the rail gap, which causes the rail gap to break down. The current from the PFN to the peaking capacitor then causes the voltage overshoot on \( C_p \) which breaks down the discharge.

However, the PFN voltage \( V_{PFN} \) needs to be sufficiently high so that the voltage overshoot can cause the breakdown of the laser gas. Since the overshoot voltage is caused solely by the PFN, the maximum voltage is restricted to \( 2V_{PFN} \). Generally the breakdown voltage of a gas is more than 4 times its steady state voltage, therefore \( V_{PFN} \) must be considerably higher than the voltage matching value of \( 2V_{SS} \), which means that this circuit, too, is not ideal.
Figure 4.3: The swing mode circuit and the resulting voltage pulse. HV: Charging circuit. \( C_{PFN} \): Pulse Forming Network. RG: Rail gap switch with (unused) trigger electrode. \( C_p \): Peaking capacitor. PP: Pre-pulse. \( V_{RG} \): Breakdown voltage of the rail gap. \( V_{br} \): Breakdown voltage of the laser. \( V_{SS} \): Steady state voltage.

4.3 Swing mode

A large difference between the maximum of the voltage overshoot value and \( V_{PFN} \) can be attained when the rail gap is triggered passively, by means of a high voltage pre-pulse on the peaking capacitor which is delivered by a separate circuit, see figure 4.3 [6]. The pre-pulse is to be applied when the PFN has been fully charged to \( V_{PFN} \), either by a continuous source or by a high voltage pulse.

The pre-pulse voltage \( V_{pre} \) causes a voltage difference of \( V_{PFN} + V_{pre} \) across the rail gap, causing it to break down at \( V_{RG} \). Because of the large difference between the capacitances of \( C_p \) and \( C_{PFN} \) the PFN is seen by the peaking circuit as a closed ground-connection. The pre-pulse thus causes a resonant voltage ringing of the peaking circuit, which is superimposed on the PFN voltage \( V_{PFN} \). The resonant oscillation has a natural amplitude of \( V_{RG} \); thus the maximum voltage on \( C_p \) increases with \( V_{PFN} \) to \( V_{RG} + V_{PFN} \), which is higher than the laser breakdown voltage \( V_{br} \). After the breakdown the discharge is sustained by the current from the PFN. This operation mode has been called the “swing” mode, after the voltage over-swing on the peaking capacitor.
The PFN voltage, the pre-pulse voltage and the rail gap breakdown voltage can be adjusted to match both the laserv breakdown voltage and the steady state voltage of the laser discharge. It should be noted that the rail gap breakdown voltage difference is $V_{PFN} + V_{RG}$, while the peaking capacitors are merely charged to $V_{RG}$ by the pre-pulse.

The breakdown voltage of the rail gap $V_{RG}$ should be lower than the breakdown voltage of the laser $V_{L}$; otherwise the laser would be operated in a charge transfer mode with the peaking capacitor, charged by the pre-pulse generator.

However, if the breakdown voltages of the switch and that of the laser are perfectly tuned, the discharge can be ignited by the pre-pulse and be sustained by the PFN. In that case the rail gap must break down a little later than the laser discharge, and the peaking circuit must contain sufficient energy to sustain the discharge until the moment the PFN can take matters over. This operation mode is called the “switch” mode, after the switching of the direction of the current through the discharge from the current from $C_p$ to that of the PFN. Due to the inherently erratic behaviour of a spark gap, it proved nearly impossible to operate the laser in the rail gap-switched switch mode in our set-up. However, with a saturable inductor switch the switch mode is a rather straightforward technique, see section 4.7.

### 4.4 Resonant Overshoot mode (with a rail gap)

The “resonant overshoot” mode voltage pulse is originally a consequence of the use of saturable inductors, see section 4.6 below. However, simulating the switching behaviour of a saturable inductor proved to be possible by connecting a discrete inductor in parallel with a voltage dependent switch, in the shape of the rail gap. Since the change between different rail gap switched modes takes only a few minutes, while changing between the rail gap and the saturable inductor costs several hours, there is no significant degradation in the laser gas mixture when the rail gap circuits are used and the laser needs not to be re-filled. Thus a good comparison between the different excitation modes with a minimum variation in the other experimental circumstances is allowed.

Basically, the rail gap switched resonant overshoot mode is a modified form of the swing mode, see section 4.3. Comparing the rail gap switched resonant overshoot circuit, shown in Fig. 4.4, with that of the swing mode, figure 4.3, shows that the main difference between the two circuits is the inductor $L_{RG}$ bridging the rail gap.
The rail gap switched resonant overshoot mode circuit and the resulting voltage pulse. $C_{PFN}$: Pulse Forming Network. RG: Rail gap switch (unused) trigger electrode. $L_{RG}$: Inductor, bridging the rail gap. $C_P$: Peaking capacitor. PP: Pre-pulse. MP: Main pulse, PFN charging pulse. The main pulse can also be applied directly to the PFN, as in the swing mode. $V_{PFN}$: PFN charging voltage. $V_{RG}$: Breakdown voltage of the rail gap. $V_{br}$: Breakdown voltage of the laser. $V_{SS}$: Steady state voltage.

The inductance of $L_{RG}$ is chosen so that the oscillation time of the CLC circuit of $C_{PFN}$, $L_{RG}$ and $C_P$ is much larger than the charging time of the peaking capacitor by the pre-pulse, but at the same time it is much shorter than the charging of the PFN. This means that the slow pulse charging of the PFN to $V_{PFN}$ is being transferred to the peaking capacitor, causing a simultaneous charging of $C_P$ and the laser electrodes to $V_{PFN}$, see the voltage pulse in figure 4.4. On the other hand, the characteristics of the charging of $C_P$ by the pre-pulse circuit are virtually unaltered.

The operation of the resonant overshoot circuit is equivalent to that of the swing mode; once the PFN is fully charged, the pre-pulse is fired, causing the rail gap to break down at $V_{RG}$. The peaking circuit subsequently starts its oscillation with an amplitude of $V_{RG}$ on top of $V_{PFN}$, fed by the current from the PFN. The laser breaks down at $V_{br}$, and the discharge is then sustained by the main current from the PFN, flowing through the rail gap. The inductance of $L_{RG}$ is much higher than that of the closed rail gap; thus it has no noticeable effect on the current pulse. In a properly tuned circuit it makes no difference in the operation of the laser on which side of $L_{RG}$
the PFN charging circuit is connected.

If the breakdown voltage of the rail gap can be made high enough, it is theoretically possible to operate this circuit also in the switch mode, as explained in sections 4.3 and 4.7. However, with our set-up this proved impossible.

### 4.5 Intermezzo: Saturable inductors

The above described excitation modes rely on spark gaps for the switching of the main current to the laser. Spark gaps have the advantage of a good electrical isolation up to very high voltages and the ability to carry very large currents with very short rise times. However, their triggering is inherently erratic and the electrodes erode with each spark. Therefore spark gaps are not suitable for use at high pulse repetition rates.

For the high pulse repetition rate operation of lasers magnetic switches in the form of
saturable inductors may be used. Saturable inductors, however, do not physically isolate circuit parts. Their operation relies on them acting as a variably sized inductance, thus restraining currents or allowing them to pass.

Consider a core of a magnetic material with a varying voltage \( V(t) \) across it, e.g. the voltage difference between the PFN and the peaking capacitors, see figure 4.5 [2, 7]. The voltage across the core generates a rate of change of the magnetic flux \( \Phi \) linking \( N \) current loops around the core according to Faraday’s law

\[
V(t) = N \frac{d\Phi}{dt}.
\]  

(4.2)

The total magnetic flux \( \Phi \) is defined as the integral of the magnetic flux density \( B \) over the surface of the core \( A \),

\[
\Phi = \int_A B \cdot dS.
\]  

(4.3)

Combining equations 4.2 and 4.3 gives:

\[
V(t) = -N \frac{d}{dt} \int_A B \cdot dS
\]  

(4.4)

or:

\[
\int V(t) \, dt = -N \int_A B \cdot dS.
\]  

(4.5)

Thus, for a given \( V(t) \),

\[
V(t) \Delta t = N \Delta B A,
\]  

(4.6)

which means that a voltage difference \( V(t) \), applied during a time \( \Delta t \) across a core with surface area \( A \), causes a flux density swing of \( \Delta B \) per current loop around the core. In other words: a voltage difference \( V(t) \) can be kept across a saturable core with surface area \( A \) during a time \( \Delta t \), determined by the number of current loops around the core \( N \) and the available flux swing \( \Delta B \).

The magnetic flux density \( B \) in a core with a mean path length \( \ell \) is related to the current through the core \( I(t) \) via the magnetic permeability \( \mu_r \), relative to the permeability of free space \( \mu_0 \equiv 4\pi \times 10^{-7} \) H/m:

\[
B = \mu_r \mu_0 I(t)/\ell = \mu_r \mu_0 H,
\]  

(4.7)
with \( H \) the applied magnetic field strength.

The value of \( \mu_r \) of a saturable inductor can be found from the slope of the \( BH \)-curve or hysteresis loop. The somewhat simplified, hysteresis loop of the Ceramic Magnetics CMD 5005 high frequency ferrite, which is used in our set-up, is shown in figure 4.6. In the figure the remanent magnetic field for the case of zero current, \( B_r = 0.17 \) T, the saturated magnetic field for the case of a high current, \( B_{sat} = 0.3 \) T, and the coercive field which must be applied to completely demagnetise the core, \( H_c = 150 \) A/m, are indicated.

Combining equations 4.6 and 4.7 with figure 4.6 we can see that the maximum voltage difference that can be kept across the ferrites is determined not only by the behaviour of voltage pulse \( V(t) \Delta t \), but also by the starting point of the core on the hysteresis loop.

If there is no initial current, the magnetic field inside the core is either \(+B_c\) or \(-B_c\). Applying a voltage difference across the core causes a small leak-current through the
core. This results in a small \( H \) field, which forces a \( B \) field inside the ferrites, following the hysteresis loop. This allows a little more current to be transported through the core, thus causing a self-increasing effect.

The sign of the voltage difference and the initial state of the core therefore determine whether the available flux-swing is \( B_{av} = (B_{sat} - B_t) \) or \( B_{av} = (B_{sat} + 2B_t) \).

The self-inductance of a circuit containing a saturable inductor, \( L_{sat\_ind} \), is at all times given by:

\[
L_{sat\_ind} = \mu_r(t)L_{geom} + L_{rest} \tag{4.8}
\]

where \( \mu_r(t) \) is the magnetic permeability of the core at the time \( t \), \( L_{geom} \) is the geometrical self-inductance of the core and \( L_{rest} \) is the self-inductance of the remainder of the circuit under consideration. This means that the self-inductance of a saturable core is always a factor \( \mu_r \) higher than its purely geometrical value. In order to keep the geometrical self-inductance of the circuit at a minimum, a long and narrow "racetrack" geometry with a single current loop is used in excimer lasers, optimising the ratio between the area of the current loop and its width.

### 4.6 Resonant Overshoot mode (with a saturable inductor)

In the ferrite-switched resonant overshoot mode circuit the switch between the PFN and the peaking circuit is formed by a saturable inductor \( L_{sat} \), consisting of ferrites in a racetrack geometry, see figure 4.7. Although the switching behaviour of a saturable inductor is different from that of a rail gap [Sec. 4.5], the operation of the ferrite-switched resonant overshoot mode is equivalent to that of the rail gap-switched resonant overshoot circuit, see section 4.4; once the PFN has been charged, a pre-pulse of opposite polarity to the PFN voltage is applied to the peaking capacitors to break down the switch. The resulting voltage overshoot on the peaking capacitor breaks down the laser gas discharge at a voltage \( V_{br} \). The discharge is subsequently sustained by the current from the PFN.

The switching voltage of the ferrites is determined by the amount of ferrites used in the switch and the initial setting of the switch.

The voltage pulse of the ferrite-switched resonant overshoot mode and the magnetic core dynamics are shown in figure 4.8. The letters in both panels of figure 4.8 correspond with each other.
The PFN is initially charged by a current flowing through the ferrites into the PFN. When the PFN has been fully charged to $V_{PFN}$, the charging current is nearly zero and the magnetic field of the ferrites is set to $-B_r$, see position $A$ in figure 4.8. The pre-pulse, of opposite polarity to the PFN voltage, generates a voltage difference across the ferrites, which causes the core to move along the BH curve in the direction of the arrow. At position $B$ the inductance of the core for currents flowing from the PFN in the direction of the peaking capacitor is substantially lowered; the switch is closed and the voltage on the peaking capacitor increases again. The current from the PFN to $C_p$ forces the ferrites further into saturation at position $C$. However, at that point the voltage on the peaking capacitor increases over $V_{PFN}$, which forces the ferrites away from the saturation at $C$ to a position $D$ at the crest of the voltage where the laser breaks down. At the breakdown of the discharge the voltage on $C_p$ drops severely, once again becoming lower than $V_{PFN}$, so that the ferrites move back into saturation and the current from the PFN to the laser can increase again, see position $E$. During the operation of the discharge pulse at the steady state voltage $V_{SS}$ the ferrites are forced deep into saturation, see position $F$.

The use of saturable inductors for the switching of excimer lasers has its drawbacks. The circuit parameters and the behaviour of the discharge are inextricably intertwined; the current through the laser determines the inductance and the impedance of the switch, which governs the rise time of the current. Both have an influence on the discharge properties, such as its operating voltage and impedance. Also, the in-
ductance of the closed switch remains always some three times the geometrical value so that pumping energy is lost. Besides, the inductor does not electrically separate circuit parts, so that extra care must be taken in the design of the circuit. Moreover, during the charging of the PFN miniature electron avalanches may already have been formed, so that the discharge homogeneity may be negatively influenced.

An additional problem may be caused by the following effect: after the pulse the ferrites return to the remanent field at $B_r$. Thus, when the next pulse starts, the PFN-charging current is blocked by the ferrites. The result being an initial increase of the voltage on the peaking capacitors until the ferrites are sufficiently saturated to allow the charging of the PFN. When the charging pulse rises too fast, the first voltage peak on $C_p$ may reach such a level as to cause a spontaneous breakdown of the discharge gap. This not only prevents a "normal" pulse but it can also damage the set-up.
Figure 4.9: The voltage pulse and the properties of the magnetic core of a switch mode pulse. The meaning of the letters, which correspond with each other in both figures, is explained in the text.

4.7 Switch mode

Using the same basic circuit as the saturable inductor-switched resonant overshoot mode, the laser may also be operated in the so-called “switch” mode. In that case the amount of ferrite in the switch and the properties of the pre-pulse are to be chosen in such a way that the ferrites only saturate after the pre-pulse has ignited the laser gas discharge, so that the laser discharge is started without the use of a voltage overshoot, see also section 4.3.

Although the switch mode voltage pulse resembles the resonant overshoot mode pulse somewhat, the behaviour of the magnetic core is different. The voltage pulse and the core dynamics for the switch mode are shown in figure 4.9.

The PFN is initially charged by a current flowing through the magnetic core into the PFN. When the PFN has been fully charged to $V_{PFN}$, the charging current is nearly zero and the magnetic field of the ferrites is set to $-B_s$, see position A in figure 4.9. The pre-pulse, of opposite polarity to the PFN voltage, generates a voltage difference across the ferrites, which causes the core to move along the BH curve in the direction of the arrow. At position B the pre-pulse causes the breakdown of the laser gas, so that a current starts flowing from the peaking circuit through the discharge. However,
the ferrites still block the flow of a current out of the PFN. During the first stages of the discharge the voltage on $C_P$ therefore remains lower than $V_{PFN}$, which causes the ferrites to move along the hysteresis loop to a low core inductance for currents flowing from the PFN so that the switch is closed at position $C$. The current from the PFN further sustains the laser at the steady state voltage $V_{SS}$, while forcing the ferrites deep into saturation at position $D$.

One of the main differences between the operation of the resonant overshoot mode and the switch mode is that in the switch mode the ferrites traverse the hysteresis loop only in one direction, which decreases energy losses in the ferrites.

Comparing the switch mode with the resonant overshoot mode shows several advantages and disadvantages of both modes. In the resonant overshoot mode the voltage difference across the switch is reversed at the moment of breakdown, which means that there is some time delay between the start-up of the main discharge current and the breakdown of the laser. This time delay is absent in the switch mode.

Although in the switch mode the voltage difference over the saturable inductor is always in the same direction when the pre-pulse has been applied, the laser discharge starts with an electric field of opposite polarity to that of the PFN. Thus the current through the discharge reverses its direction, which causes hot spots to appear at both electrodes [8,9]. This may enhance the formation of discharge instabilities. This effect does not occur in the resonant overshoot mode.

In the switch mode the pre-pulses causes the breakdown of the laser. Thus, the large voltage difference between the laser breakdown voltage and the PFN voltage, usually $\sim -6V_{SS}$ and $\sim +2V_{SS}$, respectively, must be switched by the ferrites, which means that a large amount of ferrite is necessary. In the resonant overshoot mode the voltage difference is usually only $\sim -4V_{SS}$ and $\sim +2V_{SS}$, respectively, since the breakdown of the laser gas is caused by the voltage overshoot and not solely by the pre-pulse. Therefore less ferrite can be used, which means a lower inductance of the switch and thus the possibility of a higher pumping power than with the switch mode. On the other hand, the current rise time in the switch mode may be shorter than with the resonant overshoot mode, since the current through the switch only flows in one direction.

In addition, the reduced amount of ferrites in the resonant overshoot mode causes less energy losses, which is particularly interesting for high pulse repetition rate operation of the laser. The energy loss reduction by a single pass along the ferrites in the switch mode cannot make up for the increased loss due to the larger volume as compared to the resonant overshoot mode.
4.8 Other modes

There are several other spiker-sustainer modes possible, whose differences depend on the used voltages and polarities in combination with the amount of magnetic material and the number of separate cores. For instance, the "diode" mode [10], the modified overshoot mode [7, 11] and the "charge" mode [12] all generate a voltage spike of the same polarity as the PFN voltage without a pre-pulse of the opposite polarity, although all in different ways. A same-polarity pre-pulse has the large advantage that the current through the laser can flow in only one direction, hence the name "diode" mode. A disadvantage is that at the moment of the laser breakdown the saturable cores are set in the wrong direction, i.e. with a low inductivity for current flowing into the PFN, which causes a delay between the breakdown of the laser and the onset of the main current. This start-up delay gives time for small-scale inhomogeneities to develop, thus causing a worse discharge quality. In these cases the effect is much stronger than in the resonant overshoot mode.

4.9 Three-electrode operation

One additional mode to operate a discharge pumped laser using a separate pre-pulse and main pulse is worth mentioning: the so-called middle-electrode circuit [13–15]. It uses the laser gas discharge itself as the main switch between the peaking circuit and the PFN. Thus, there is no additional energy loss in a switch and the entire system may be constructed with a very low self-inductance.

In this circuit the laser head is fitted with a third electrode, between the other two. In figure 4.10 an X-ray pre-ionised set-up is shown, together with the voltage pulse across the outer electrodes and the voltage pulse on the middle electrode. The PFN is attached directly to the outer electrodes, the pre-pulse generator is connected to the middle electrode. The middle electrode is either connected to the outer electrodes by small peaking capacitors $C_p$ or it is left floating. The charging of the PFN, and thus of the outer electrodes, causes the middle electrode to be charged to the voltage of the equipotential plane it represents.

Once the PFN has been charged, both discharge volumes between the electrodes are pre-ionised. A trigger pulse, which can be of either polarity, is then applied to the middle electrode, which causes a breakdown in one of the two discharge gaps, see figure 4.10 for a set-up with the pre-pulse having the opposite polarity of the PFN voltage. The voltage on the middle electrode then starts to oscillate, which causes
the other discharge gap to break down, equivalent to the operating modes described above. Both halves of the discharge are subsequently sustained by the current from the PFN, which also passes through the middle electrode.

The optical output of this type of laser is a special case; two independent beams can be generated, or one single beam with a dark region in it. The most interesting set-up, however, is the use of one discharge-half as a master-oscillator and the other discharge-half as a self-timed amplifier [13, 15].

Lasers operating according to this excitation principle have already proven to be rather simple and rugged devices, capable of high repetition rates, e.g. see refs. [13–15].

Because of the absence of an additional switch, with the resulting self-inductance, the three-electrode laser has a very high potential for obtaining lasing in difficult gas mixtures that require high pumping powers. Using this set-up the influence of the self-inductance of the circuit on the laser-parameters may be studied across a larger region than is the case with other circuits, which might shed some light on the (im-)possibilities of these gases with other excitation circuits.
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Chapter 5

Short pulse operation of the laser with different excitation circuits

The published results of research on discharge pumped ArF lasers are focused on the properties of (the generation of) laser pulses with a pulse length of ≤ 25 ns (FWHM). Although NF$_3$ has been used as a fluorine donor [1], the used gas mixtures usually consist of several mbar F$_2$ and Ar in the buffer gases He and/or Ne at pressures ranging from 2 to 5 bar, e.g., see refs. [1–8]. It is known, e.g., from research on XeCl lasers, that for the generation of long laser pulses, and thus of highly stable discharges, the used gas mixtures should contain low concentrations of the active ingredients, especially of the halogen donor, e.g., see refs. [9–13]. However, since the properties of the ‘richer’ gas mixtures had been studied to a certain extent, we first studied the behaviour of the ArF laser with this type of gas mixture.

Following several studies [3, 8, 14–18], we also performed some experiments on KrF (λ = 248 nm) for comparison.

Experimenting with KrF instead of with ArF has several advantages. Although the kinetic behaviour of both lasers is fairly similar, a discharge pumped KrF laser needs less pumping power to show lasing and it yields more output power than an ArF laser under identical circumstances. Therefore the KrF laser has been studied more extensively than the ArF laser. As a consequence, the details of the kinetic properties
of the KrF laser are much better documented than those of the ArF laser.

In this chapter we present the results of a study of the laser performance using the
different excitation modes treated in chapter 4. In the first part the electrical proper-
ties of the excitation circuits are discussed. In the next parts, the output energy and
the pulse length of the laser pulse are used as indicators to determine the sensitivity
of the laser to different variations in the experimental set-up.

## 5.1 Experimental set-up

The laser head consists of a rectangular stainless steel vessel, fitted at opposite sides
with uncoated MgF₂ windows. The approximately 95 mm wide laser cathode is of
the uniform field type [19], the grounded anode is flat (see Fig. 5.1). Both electrodes are made of nickel plated aluminium. The discharge volume is approximately $60 \times 1.5 \times 1.2 \text{ cm}^3$ ($l \times w \times h$).

The gas mixture of the ArF laser is 6 mbar F$_2$, 100 mbar Ar, 200 mbar Ne and 3.7 bar He. For the KrF laser the same gas mixture is used, with the argon replaced by an equal amount of krypton. The neon in the gas mixture is added to quench the self-starting atomic fluorine laser ($\lambda = 713$ nm). Although the atomic F$_2$ laser has no known effects on the formation kinetics of the ArF$^+$ molecules, its intensity is high enough to be measured by the photodiode behind the ArF and KrF laser line filters, possibly leading to erroneous results.

The gas mixture is pre-ionised by the X-ray source described in chapter 3, operated at a charging voltage of $V_{XP} = 28$ kV. The X-ray pulse is then capable of generating an electron density of $2.5 \cdot 10^9 \text{ cm}^{-3}$ in a gas mixture equal to the ArF laser gas mixture but without the fluorine, see figure 3.7. The pre-ionisation electron density in the KrF laser gas mixture is assumed to be of the same order of magnitude [20, 21].

The PFN and the peaking capacitors are mounted on top of the laser vessel, electrically separated by the rail gap or by the ferrites, see figure 5.2. The PFN capacitance is $C_{PFN} = 324 \text{ nF}$, built of 120 TDK ceramic capacitors of $C_{cap} = 2.7 \text{ nF}$. The PFN capacitors are fastened in pairs between copper strips in the form of 10 separate columns of 6 rows each. The peaking capacitance of $C_p = 2.8 \text{ nF}$ consists of 4 TDK ceramic capacitors with $C_{cap} = 0.7 \text{ nF}$. The middle conductor is charged, the outer conductors are grounded on the laser vessel, which is grounded externally. All other electrical components of the set-up are grounded on the laser vessel as well.

The pre-pulse is generated by a mini-marx generator, equal to the the X-ray source driver, see appendix A. In the church mode the pre-pulse mini-marx is used for the voltage pulse on the trigger grid, see sections 4.2 and 5.2.1. Both mini-marx generators are pressurised with nitrogen, just higher than the critical pressure for spontaneous breakdown. The nitrogen is flowed at a rate of 5 l/min.

The PFN is pulse charged in a few $\mu$s from a separate circuit, consisting of a storage capacitor of $C_{MP} = 300 \text{ nF}$ and an EEV CX1725 hydrogen-filled thyratron switch. In the rail gap switched circuits the PFN is charged above the rail gap, in the ferrite switched circuits the PFN is charged from the connectors underneath the switch, see figure 5.2. To obtain a high pumping power, the discharges are operated at much higher PFN voltages than required for operation under matched conditions. Unless stated otherwise, the charging voltages are: X-ray source mini-marx $V_{XP} = 28$ kV, pre-pulse mini-marx $V_{PP} = 20$ kV, PFN charging circuit $V_{MP} = 24$ kV, yielding a
PFN voltage $V_{PFN} = 28$ kV.

Two T&M resistive current probes are mounted in the main current returns on either side of the PFN, between the laser vessel and the peaking capacitors and the connectors. The measured current signal $I_{disch}$ is the direct average of the signals of both probes. Home-built resistive voltage probes with $R_{probe} \approx 25$ kΩ are connected at several locations in the set-up. The main voltage probe is connected between the connection of the PFN to the high voltage feedthrough and the top of the laser vessel. The discharge voltage is calculated from this signal $V_p$, according to

$$V_{disch} = V_p - L_{vess} \frac{dI_{disch}}{dt}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)$$

with $L_{vess} = 18$ nH being the self-inductance of the laser vessel. The PFN voltage is monitored by two resistive probes, one is connected directly across a capacitor in the
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lowest row of the PFN. Another PFN-probe is connected between one of the lowest
PFN capacitors and the top of the laser vessel. Both probes yield the same results.
When using the rail gap the voltage on the trigger grid is measured between the high
voltage feedthrough for the trigger pulse and the laser vessel. The X-ray cathode
voltage is measured between the X-ray source cathode and the source-housing, which
is directly connected to the laser vessel. The probes also serve to ground the different
components between consecutive pulses.

All signals are measured using coaxial cables with a characteristic impedance of $Z =
50\ \Omega$. The signals are measured with oscilloscopes, via home-built attenuators and
commercial 50 Ω throughput terminators, inside a Faraday cage to minimise EM-
noise. The oscilloscope traces are stored on a computer.

The voltage wave forms shown in this thesis are inverted in polarity for increased
clarity. In the text the polarities of the voltages are treated accordingly. However, for
the sake of a consistent terminology, the laser cathode has been consequently named
just that, while the term ‘anode’ would have been more appropriate in view of the
presentation of the voltage signals.

5.2 Electrical behaviour of the laser with different
circuits

The electrical behaviour of the laser cannot be seen apart from the behaviour of the
discharge, since the impedance of the gas evolves during the discharge. For instance,
a glow-discharge implies the existence of steady state situation in which a very broad
range of current densities can flow through the discharge at a near constant voltage,
while the gas absorbs large amounts of electrical energy. One or more discrete arcs
in the discharge volume represent a short-circuit, sustaining only a small voltage
difference and absorbing very little energy. The number and the spatial distribution
of the arcs also affect the self-inductance of the discharge and thus of the circuit.

However, in view of the differences and the similarities amongst the pulses and the
theoretical expectations, a comparison between the electrical features of the used
circuits is allowed.

It should be noted here that the pulses shown in this section all generated ArF laser
pulses, with the exception of the X-ray triggered or charge transfer mode, see sec-
tions 4.1 and 5.2.4. The effects of the different pulses on the lasing properties of the
gas are discussed in more detail in section 5.3.
5.2.1 Rail gap switched circuits

The rail gap is mounted between the peaking capacitors and the PFN capacitors, see figure 5.2. The rail gap consists of a sharp edged brass electrode and a round one, fitted inside a perspex tube which is profiled on the inside to increase the surface tracking length. The interelectrode gap is $d_{RG} = 10$ mm. Between the electrodes a stainless steel trigger grid is mounted. The trigger grid is curved to reduce the disturbance of the electrical field inside the rail gap. Due to its parasitic capacitance the trigger grid is charged to the appropriate equipotential voltage during the charging of the PFN. The rail gap is pressurised to $P_{RG} = 1.5$ bar with nitrogen which is continuously flowed at 5 l/min.

In the swing mode, the breakdown voltage of the rail gap is lower than the breakdown voltage of the laser, but significantly higher than the expected steady state voltage $V_{SS}$ of $\sim 5$ kV [1–8].

The inductor $L_{RG}$ that bridges the rail gap in the resonant overshoot mode is constructed in the form of two solenoids of $L_{Sol} = 32 \mu$H each, placed on either side of the

Figure 5.3: Typical current and voltage wave forms of the rail gap switched circuits.
rail gap. With $L_{RG} = 16 \, \mu H$ and $C_p = 2.8 \, nF$, the RLC-time for a charge to leak away from the peaking capacitors to the PFN is $\tau_p = \pi \sqrt{L_{RG} C_p} = 665 \, ns$. The charging of $C_p$ by the mini-marx up to the breakdown of the rail gap takes approximately 50 ns, thus the pre-pulse is not affected significantly by the presence of $L_{RG}$. On the other hand, the charging of the PFN takes approximately 5 $\mu$s, so that the PFN-charging voltage is indeed fully transferred to $C_p$.

An overview of the voltage and current wave forms of the rail gap triggered modes is given in figure 5.3. It can be seen from the figure that in the wave forms there is no steady state voltage discernible. After the first current pulse, in which the laser pulse is generated, the current continues to oscillate nearly undamped. The free current oscillation, without a corresponding large voltage oscillation, indicates the discharge being short circuited by arcs.

From the wave forms in figure 5.3 may be seen that the trigger pulse of the rail gap in the church mode (full line) causes a small charging pulse on the peaking capacitors and the laser electrodes, because the lower half of the rail gap breaks down first, before the upper half does. This pre-pulse may be avoided by lowering the voltage of the trigger pulse and the gas pressure inside the rail gap. However, this also causes a more erratic behaviour of the rail gap. Therefore it has been chosen to keep all parameters equal in the rail gap switched circuits, resulting in the small pre-pulse in the church mode.

The three modes exhibit the same pulse shape from the breakdown of the rail gap to the discharge breakdown. This is to be expected since the temporal behaviour of the voltage overshoot is determined solely by the circuit parameters, considering all voltages being equal. The similarity in the pulse shape after the breakdown of the laser indicates an equivalent behaviour of the discharge under these circumstances.

### 5.2.2 Magnetically-switched resonant overshoot mode

The properties of saturable inductors and the operation of the ferrite switched resonant overshoot mode have been explained in sections 4.5 and 4.6. In this section we discuss the effects of a variation of the amount of saturable magnetic material in the switch in some more detail.

The magnetic material used for the saturable inductor switch is CMD 5005 high frequency ferrite, see section 4.5, available in blocks with a cross section of 6 cm$^2$ each. The ferrites are mounted at the same location in the set-up as the rail gap, see figure 5.2. The construction of the laser allows zero to five ferrite blocks to be used
in the switch, thus $0$ to $30 \text{ cm}^2$ ferrite. The geometrical self-inductance of the system remains the same during the experiments, independent of the number of ferrite blocks in the switch. Removing all ferrites from the system causes the laser to behave in a charge-transfer mode, see sections 4.1 and 5.2.4.

The effects of varying the ferrite area in the switch on the voltage and current signals are shown in figures 5.4 and 5.5. An increased amount of ferrites in the switch, thus a larger $A_{\text{ferrite}}$, results in an increased voltage difference and time lapse $V \Delta t$ needed to break down the switch, in accordance with equation 4.6 with $N = 1$, see figure 5.4;

$$V(t) \Delta t = \Delta B A. \tag{4.6'}$$

The increased self-inductance of the circuit due to the larger ferrite area is evident from the increasing voltage rise time from the switching of the ferrites to the breakdown voltage in the overshoot. Furthermore, the switching of the ferrites can be seen to become slower as the ferrite area increases. The consequences of this effect for the operation of the laser will be discussed in section 5.3.

As in the case of the rail gap switched circuits, there is no steady state voltage found in the pulses in figures 5.4 and 5.5 and the current continues to oscillate after the
first half sine wave, in which the laser pulse is generated. Thus we can conclude that
the gas discharge volume is again completely short-circuited by arcs, with hardly any
energy loss. The system loses energy primarily in the continuous setting and resetting
of the ferrites that causes periods with near zero current after each voltage oscillation.
The duration of these periods increases with increasing ferrite area, in accordance with
equation 4.6. Of course, when using no ferrites (charge transfer mode) the current
pulse does not show these regions and the current oscillations are nearly undamped.

5.2.3 Comparison of the resonant overshoot mode with different switches

Figure 5.6 shows a comparison between the current and voltage pulses of the resonant
overshoot mode, both of the rail gap switched circuit [Fig. 5.3] and of the ferrite-
switched circuit with 12 cm$^2$ ferrite [Figs. 5.4, 5.5]. The capacitances and the charging voltages are equal in both cases.

From figure 5.6 can be seen that the rail gap switched pulse strongly resembles that of the magnetically switched pulse with 12 cm$^2$ ferrite. The rail gap switched pulse can be made to fit the magnetically switched pulse more closely, when the gas pressure inside the rail gap is adjusted to cause a lower rail gap breakdown voltage. However, this results in a more erratic behaviour of the rail gap. The gas pressure is therefore kept at 1.5 bar.

Although the voltage pulses bear a striking resemblance, it is clear that the behaviour of the discharge current is different. The pulse from the magnetically switched circuit shows the ferrite-resetting time of near-zero current, which is of course absent in the rail gap switched pulse. In the ferrite switched case the peak current is higher and the current oscillation time is shorter.

The peak current and the current oscillation time (without taking into account the resetting time) do not change significantly as a function of the ferrite area in the magnetic switch, see figure 5.5. Therefore, this effect is not due to a difference in
Figure 5.7: Typical wave forms of the X-ray triggered mode. Charging voltage: \( V_{PFN} = 28 \text{ kV} \).

the self-inductance of the switches. The most likely cause of the difference in the current pulses is the fact that the closed rail gap switch constitutes a gas discharge in its own right, albeit one consisting of arcs. Thus, the rail gap discharge consumes part of the energy present on the PFN, which therefore cannot be transferred to the laser discharge. The energy absorption by the rail gap discharge is determined by the gas pressure \( P_{RG} \) and the electrode separation of the rail gap \( d_{RG} \). The effects of variations in \( P_{RG} \) and \( d_{RG} \) can be large enough to be measurable in the laser performance, see section 6.2 and ref. [22]. It is therefore important to keep the rail gap properties the same throughout the experiments.

5.2.4 X-ray triggered mode

This circuit is made by using the saturable inductor switched-set-up, without using ferrites. Thus the peaking capacitors and the PFN act as a single capacitor with \( C_{stor} = C_{PFN} + C_p = 328.8 \text{ nF} \). The capacitor is pulse charged in approximately 5 \( \mu \text{s} \), after which the X-ray source is fired. The voltage collapse occurs within 15 ns from the onset of the X-ray pulse, see figure 5.7. The current strongly oscillates after the
breakdown, unhampered by loss factors, see also figure 5.5. 

There is no steady state voltage discernible, and no lasing occurs. This is different from a similar set-up with a XeCl laser, in which a clear steady state is found and strong lasing occurs [12, 23].

The ArF gas discharge probably breaks down in arcs, because during the long period of the charging of the PFN electron avalanches already grow from free electrons that are present in the gas. The attachment of fluorine aggravates the resulting inhomogeneity, which the application of pre-ionisation cannot make up for. If no pre-ionisation is applied the gas breaks down spontaneously anywhere from 10 to 300 ns later than the time the X-ray pulse would have been fired, because of these coincidental avalanches. Raising the PFN voltage a little causes the discharge to break down spontaneously before the application of the X-ray pulse. In these cases there is no lasing either.

The spontaneous breakdown is also a limiting factor in the PFN charging voltage when the laser is operated with a magnetic switch or with the rail gap-switched resonant overshoot mode, since in these cases the PFN voltage is also present on the electrodes before the pre-ionisation or the pre-pulse have been applied. The effect of the charging time on the performance of the laser in the case of magnetic switching has not been studied extensively, although several researchers have noted the spontaneous breakdown during the charging of the PFN [11, 12, 22–25]. There have also been some studies to the effects of the voltage rise time in short pulse lasers with respect to the pre-ionisation efficiency in the charge transfer mode [24, 26–28].

### 5.2.5 Three-electrode circuit

The three-electrode circuit, or middle grid circuit, has been studied using a third electrode in the laser vessel, home-made of a stainless steel wire mesh (mesh area 1 mm², transparency ca. 50 %) which was spot-welded onto an aluminium frame of 1 mm thickness. The frame was mounted on four glass-fiber posts to keep the mesh electrode suspended between the laser electrodes. The non-ideal shape of the mesh electrode disturbed the otherwise homogeneous electrical field inside the discharge volume, which enhanced the chances of arcing. The trigger pulse was delivered to the mesh electrode by the same mini-marx that was used for the pre-pulse in the other circuits.

The set-up has been tested with pure He and mixtures of He : Ne, He : Ar and He : Ne : Ar. In all cases it proved possible to generate discharges that were homogeneous to the eye in one half-gap, but in all cases only arcing occurred in the other half-gap. In
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Figure 5.8: The optical set-up for the ArF experiments. GenTec: Energy meter. PR: Partial reflector, 70 % R/25 % T, flat. Windows: MgF$_2$ windows, uncoated, plane parallel < 20°. FR: Full reflector, ~ 98 % R/0.5 % T, 6 m concave radius. Filter: Laser line filter ArF. FND: Photodiode.

which half-gap the homogeneous-appearing discharge could be made depended on the height of the mesh electrode between the two electrodes and the used voltages and polarities.

Since the discharge could not be made uniform in both half-gaps we did not pursue the matter further. However, it is our firm belief that it should be very interesting to investigate the use of this circuit, with appropriately shaped electrodes, for the discharge pumping of excimer lasers, since the need for a switch in the main circuit is removed.

5.3 Performance of the laser as a function of the pre-ionisation timing

We studied the performance of the laser as a function of the timing between the pre-ionisation and the breakdown of the discharge with the above described voltage pulses.

Throughout the experiments the resonator mirrors are placed outside the laser vessel, to avoid contact with the fluorine containing gas mixture. When studying the ArF laser a full reflecting mirror with a 10 m concave radius and a plane 70 % reflection outcoupler are used. The KrF laser resonator consists of a plane full reflector and a plane 47 % reflection outcoupler. The MgF$_2$ windows are aligned with the mirrors, to minimise reflection losses.
Figure 5.9: The optical set-up for the KrF experiments. GenTec: Energy meter. Tetrasil: Uncoated window, used as beam splitter. Filter: Laser line filter KrF. FND: Photodiode. PR: Partial reflector, 47% R/48% T, flat. Windows: MgF2 windows, uncoated. FR: Full reflector, ~98% R, flat.

The output energy $E_{\text{out}}$ of the laser pulses is measured with a GenTec pyroelectric energy meter. The intensity of the laser pulses is monitored with a UV sensitive photodiode (FND100Q) through the rear laser mirror and a 193 nm in the case of the ArF laser, see figure 5.8.

The back side of the used full reflector of the KrF laser is opaque. Therefore the laser pulse intensity is monitored, through a 248 nm filter, by the reflectance of the laser beam on an uncoated 5 mm thick tetrasil window acting as a beam splitter. The tetrasil window is placed between the outcoupling mirror and the GenTec, see figure 5.9. The energy loss at the GenTec due to the beam splitter is approximately 13%.

With each circuit a series of laser pulses is fired with different pre-ionisation delay times $\Delta t_X = t_X - t_0$, where $t_X$ is the start of the X-ray pulse and $t_0$ indicates the breakdown of the laser, see figure 5.10.

5.3.1 Rail gap switched circuits

The output energy as a function of $\Delta t_X$ for the church mode, the swing mode and the rail gap switched resonant overshoot mode are shown in figure 5.11 for the ArF
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Figure 5.10: Typical waveforms of an ArF swing mode pulse and the definition of the pre-ionisation delay time $\Delta t_X$. Output energy: 34 mJ. Laser pulse length: 24 ns FWHM. Charging voltages: $V_{PFN} = 22$ kV, $V_{PP} = 20$ kV. $\Delta t_X = -44$ ns.

laser. The results for the KrF laser are shown in figure 5.12.

The church mode and the resonant overshoot mode both exhibit a very short delay time window in which output can be generated, with the resonant overshoot mode yielding slightly more output than the church mode. With the swing mode longer pre-ionisation delay times can be allowed. The output then shows a clear maximum and a local minimum of near zero energy. With short delay times, $\Delta t_X$ shorter than $\sim 22$ ns, all three excitation modes show the same behaviour. The results are equal for both lasers.

The measured output of the KrF laser is higher than that of the ArF laser and the pre-ionisation delay windows for the different modes are slightly longer with KrF than with ArF. This is likely to be caused by the KrF laser having a higher gain. Similarly, when the pumping power of the ArF laser is decreased, by lowering the PFN voltage, the output energy per pulse drops and the pre-ionisation window gets smaller, see figure 5.13.

We can explain our results when the processes leading to the breakdown of the laser
gas mixture are taken into account, and the fact that a F₂ containing discharge inherently gets unstable. Discharge instabilities are developed in a few ns from minor pre-ionisation inhomogeneities, electrode irregularities, cathode hot spots and/or local gas density fluctuations [9, 29–31]. Unstable discharges generate low or no laser output because pumping power is lost in the discharge streamers and because plasma filamentation disturbs the optical properties of the medium.

The fast growth of discharge instabilities is reflected in our results. In the church mode and in the resonant overshoot mode output energy is obtained only when the X-ray pulse overlaps the voltage pulse at Vₜ > Vₛₛ, prior to the breakdown, see figures 4.2, 4.4 and 5.10. When the X-ray pulse starts too close to the discharge breakdown, there is insufficient time for the multiplication process to generate a homogeneous electron density which is high enough for a homogeneous breakdown [11, 26]. When the X-ray pulse is applied too early, i.e. before Vₜ > Vₛₛ, pre-ionisation electrons will be lost due to the rapid attachment to F₂. Furthermore, the negative voltage on the cathode will push the present electrons away from it, leaving a depleted layer [10, 26]. These
processes lead to inhomogeneous electron densities during the discharge formation. Thus poor discharges with low output energies result.

Pre-ionisation of the gas mixture can also be performed by detaching electrons from $\text{F}^-$, as proposed by Hsia [32]. This process is approximately 0.03% efficient, thus an initial electron density of $n_e0 \approx 3 \times 10^{10} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ is required during a long time [10,21]. In our set-up this pre-ionisation level cannot be reached. Furthermore, we observe no lasing at long pre-ionisation delays, which is the regime of the process. Therefore, we assume the effective pre-ionisation to be due to the directly generated electron density only.

In the swing mode the two time windows in which output is generated are probably caused by the electrode voltage being higher than $V_{SS}$ both during the pre-pulse and during the overshoot, see figures 4.3, 5.3 and 5.10. The minimum in the output energy corresponds to the application of the maximum of the X-ray pulse during the voltage cross-over from $-V_{SS}$ to $+V_{SS}$ between the pre-pulse and the overshoot.
In the resonant overshoot mode the electrodes are initially charged to the PFN voltage, which is well above \( V_{SS} \). However, the voltage drops below \( V_{SS} \) for approximately 25 ns when the pre-pulse is applied, see figures 4.4 and 5.3. During this time the possible beneficial effects of the initial presence of a high voltage are cancelled. Pre-ionising during the PFN charging, before the application of the pre-pulse, results in an X-ray triggered discharge [Sec. 5.2.4], in which case there is no output generated.

The rise time of the voltage on the peaking capacitors is equal in all circuits, because it is primarily determined by the self-inductance of the circuit between the PFN and the peaking capacitors, see figure 5.3. This explains the similarity in the performance of all three excitation modes at low \( \Delta t_X \).

The higher output energy when using the swing mode with longer pre-ionisation delay times is probably caused by the following effect: during the pre-pulse the electron multiplication due to \( V_{AC} > V_{SS} \) is very efficient because the electron attachment to fluorine is reduced at high \( E/N \) values [33]. Since the laser does not break down during the pre-pulse, it acts as an extra long pre-ionisation multiplication time.
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Figure 5.14: The output energy and the pulse width (FWHM) of the ArF laser in the swing mode. •: Output energy, ○: Pulse width (FWHM intensity). The similarity in the behaviours is striking. The curve is drawn to guide the eye, see also figure 5.11.

In order to produce an initially uniform discharge it is necessary for individual avalanches to grow and overlap, perpendicular to the field, before they have reached a given size [26], see section 2.2. During the pre-pulse the heads of the individual electron avalanches grow radially while the tail extends towards the cathode. At the voltage reversal, before the actual breakdown, both the electrons in the head and those in the tail will reverse in direction. If the avalanche heads have grown to the critical size and have started to overlap at that time, this results in a more widely spread charge distribution at the breakdown than simple unipolar avalanches would. Thus it gives a better avalanche overlap and hence a better laser performance. If, on the other hand, the avalanche heads have not yet grown enough at the moment of the voltage reversal, the reversing electrons of the avalanche head will sense the lingering positive space charge field of the avalanche tail. This will decrease the further lateral growth of the avalanche heads, resulting in a very inhomogeneous charge distribution at the moment of breakdown. The resulting poor discharges are likely to cause the low output of the swing mode at \( \Delta t_X \approx -22 \) ns. These effects may be further increased by the increased electron attachment to \( F_2 \) at low electric fields.
Another reason for a higher output energy when using the swing mode with longer $\Delta t_X$ is probably that although during the pre-pulse a depleted cathode layer is formed, during the following voltage overshoot of the opposite polarity the present electrons are accelerated in the reverse direction, refilling the depleted area [34]. Therefore the subsequent breakdown starts from a much more homogeneous electron density. The result is a better discharge quality and a higher output energy.

The better discharge quality results in a longer laser pulse as well, see figure 5.14. In figure 5.14 the laser pulse length (FWHM) and the output energy are shown as a function of the pre-ionisation delay time in the swing mode voltage, see also figure 5.11. The behaviour of the pulse width closely resembles the output energy, indicating that the discharge quality varies with the pre-ionisation delay time according to the argument above.

With an increasing pre-ionisation delay the electron density at the start of the overshoot increases in the swing mode, due to the multiplication during the pre-pulse. A higher electron density at the start of the overshoot is translated into a lower breakdown voltage, see figure 5.15. From figure 5.15 it can be seen that the breakdown

Figure 5.15: The breakdown voltage of the KrF laser gas mixture in the swing mode as a function of the pre-ionisation delay time $\Delta t_X$. The curve is drawn to guide the eye.
voltage of the KrF laser rises quickly at delays $\Delta t_X$ longer than 100 ns, i.e. when the X-ray pulse is applied before $V_{AC} > V_{SS}$. This may again be related to the electron attachment of the fluorine, causing less free electrons to be present when $V_{AC}$ increases over $V_{SS}$. At these long pre-ionisation delays the laser generates no output, caused by minor inhomogeneities growing into filaments during the pre-breakdown phase. This process of plasma filamentation during the pre-breakdown phase already affects the optical performance from $\Delta t_X \approx -60$ ns.

5.3.2 Ferrite switched resonant overshoot mode

The dependency of the ArF laser output energy of the laser on the pre-ionisation timing has been studied for the magnetically switched resonant overshoot mode as well.

The results are shown in figure 5.16, for the case of a ferrite area of 6 cm$^2$, of 18 cm$^2$ and of 30 cm$^2$ (1, 3 or 5 bars of ferrite respectively). Typical voltage pulses of the
set-up with different amounts of ferrite in the switch are shown in figure 5.4 on page 66.

Figure 5.16 shows that ArF laser output energy is measured within a pre-ionisation time window ranging from $\Delta t_X \approx -10$ ns to $\Delta t_X \approx -60$ ns. When using $\leq 24$ cm$^2$ ferrite the optimum output energy is obtained at a pre-ionisation delay of $\Delta t_X \approx -20$ ns. With 30 cm$^2$ ferrite the pre-ionisation window extends to $\Delta t_X \approx -70$ ns and the optimum pre-ionisation timing has shifted to $\Delta t_X \approx -32$ ns.

The results show a “shoulder” at longer pre-ionisation delays, which becomes more pronounced with a decreasing ferrite area. When using 12 cm$^2$ ferrite the output lies between the results of 6 cm$^2$ and those of 18 cm$^2$. With a peak output energy of $\sim 34$ mJ the results of using 24 cm$^2$ ferrite are slightly lower than in the case of 18 cm$^2$. However, the behaviour of the output energy with respect to the pre-ionisation timing is equivalent for the results of 18 and 24 cm$^2$.

For the explanation of the results of the different resonant overshoot mode voltage pulses the same arguments hold as for the rail gap switched circuits. At short pre-ionisation delays there is insufficient time to generate a good homogeneous electron density, so that a poor discharge results and no output is generated. At long pre-ionisation delays small-scale inhomogeneities have had a chance to grow into streamers and arcs that prevent lasing. Applying the X-ray pulse during the charging of the PFN, before the start of the pre-pulse, causes a premature breakdown of the gas mixture which generates no lasing. The optimum output energy is obtained when the onset of the X-ray pulse coincides with the minimum voltage in the cases of 6 and 12 cm$^2$ ferrite. When using 18 or 24 cm$^2$ ferrite the optimum output energy is obtained if the X-ray pulse starts when the rising edge of the voltage crosses zero.

The appearance of a shoulder around $\Delta t_X \approx 40$ ns on the output behaviour is probably caused by a decreased pre-pulse voltage with respect to the PFN voltage when using less ferrite. This means that the voltage across the laser electrodes remains higher, see figure 5.4. The result is a more efficient electron multiplication. Furthermore, with a lower amount of ferrite the voltage remains shorter below $V_{SS}$ and the voltage rise time from the saturation of the ferrites to the breakdown of the gas mixture is decreased, which gives less time to inhomogeneities to develop into streamers, see figure 5.4. This can also explain the increased output energy with decreasing ferrite area.

When using 30 cm$^2$ ferrite in the switch the optimum output is found at a longer pre-ionisation delay than in the other cases. However, in this case the optimum output energy is also obtained when the onset of the X-ray pulse coincides with the rising edge of the voltage crossing zero. Because of the significantly longer voltage rise time
in this case is than in the case of less ferrites, and the fact that $\Delta t_X = 0$ is chosen to be at the breakdown of the discharge, a longer delay time is found.

5.4 Influence of the pumping power on the laser performance

The pumping power of the laser can be increased by increasing the current density in the discharge. One method is to decrease the discharge width, while maintaining the same electrode separation, thus keeping the same operating voltages. Another way to achieve a higher current density is by decreasing the self-inductance of the excitation circuit. Both methods have been tested in our set-up.

To investigate the effect of a decreased self-inductance the set-up is fitted with additional current returns inside the laser vessel, see figure 5.17. The laser cathode is replaced by a narrower cathode, made of nickel plated aluminium. The 62 cm long laser cathode has a flat centre area of 8 mm wide and rounded edges with a radius of
curvature of 16 mm, hence it has been named the ‘R16 cathode’. The laser electrode separation is kept at 12 mm, resulting in a reduced discharge width of approximately 11 mm.

The current returns are made of two copper plates on either side of the cathode along the discharge length. The plates are fastened inside the laser vessel via the bolts of the high voltage feedthrough and they are connected to the laser anode via elastic pressure contacts. The current returns reduce the self-inductance of the laser head from $\sim 18$ nH to $\sim 11$ nH.

The discharge current and voltage pulses for the set-ups with and without the additional current returns are shown in figure 5.18. In figure 5.18 can be seen that the peak current in the first half oscillation is increased when the current returns are used. In the following oscillations the peak currents of both situations are almost equal. The similarity of the voltage pulses and the difference in the current pulses indicate that more pumping power is transferred to the discharge in the first half oscillation when the current returns are used. After the discharge collapse in arcs the energy absorption is equal in both cases, shown by the equal value and decrement of the two current pulses. The shorter current oscillation time when using the current
returns is caused by the decrease of the self-inductance.

The electric field gradients along the edges of the flat centre of the R16 cathode cause disturbances that can be seen in burn marks of the laser on thermofax paper. The discharge is also significantly brighter to the eye at the electrode edges. The field disturbance at the edges is further increased by a step edge of $\sim 10 \mu m$ along the boundaries between the flat part of the electrode and the rounded edges, due to a small error in the fabrication of the electrode.

After prolonged operation of the laser with the R16 cathode two distinct traces of spark erosion became apparent on both electrodes. With the previously used uniform field cathode, or ‘Ernst’ cathode, traces of spark erosion were distributed evenly across the discharge area on both electrodes, without showing signs of a local increase of the number and/or severity of the arcing.

The output energy of the laser has been measured with the R16 cathode both with and without using the additional current returns in the same manner as described above.
Figure 5.20: ArF laser pulse width (FWHM intensity) as a function of the pre-ionisation delay time $\Delta t_X$ in the swing mode using different experimental configurations. Drawn line, no symbols: Ernst cathode (see figure 5.14). ○ and dotted line: R16 cathode. ● and broken line: R16 cathode with additional current returns. The curves through the results of the R16 cathode are the same as those in figure 5.19, scaled vertically to fit the results.

For an easier comparison with the earlier experiments the specific output energy of the laser pulses, defined as the output energy divided by the discharge volume, is shown in figure 5.19 when using the swing mode. It is clear that the overall behaviour of the output energy with respect to the pre-ionisation delay time $\Delta t_X$ is equivalent in all cases.

Using the R16 cathode without the current returns results in a slightly higher specific output energy at short pre-ionisation delay times, $\Delta t_X$ shorter than $\sim 27$ ns. At delay times between $\sim 27$ ns and $\sim 65$ ns the specific output energy is a little less than in the case of the Ernst cathode, and at delay times longer than $\sim 65$ ns a higher specific output is generated.

The increased output at short pre-ionisation delay times is probably caused by the increase in the specific input power, due to the lower discharge volume while operating the laser under otherwise unaltered circumstances. The lower specific output
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power in the intermediate region is probably caused by a more severely decreased discharge quality compared to using the Ernst cathode, caused by the field disturbance along the electrode edges. At delays longer than 65 ns the increased gain due to the increased pumping power outweighs the optical losses of the decreased discharge quality, compared to the situation with the Ernst cathode in which case it is the other way round. The pulse widths show the same behaviour: for $\Delta t_N$ between $-27$ ns and $-65$ ns the Ernst cathode yields longer pulses than the R16 cathode, in the other regimes the R16 cathode generates longer pulses, see figure 5.20.

Using the R16 cathode in combination with the current returns results in a significantly increased specific output energy, with respect to both situations. The laser pulse width is only slightly increased, compared to the case of the R16 cathode without the current returns. These effects indicate that the output energy of the laser is indeed heavily influenced by small changes in the self-inductance of the excitation circuit, but that the pulse length is more dependent of the quality of the electrodes.

5.5  Conclusions

The optical performance of the ArF laser has been studied using a number of different experimental set-ups. The combination of the pre-ionisation timing and the shape of the voltage pulse in the pre-breakdown phase is found to have a decisive influence on the output energy and the pulse length of the laser. The behaviour of the KrF laser proves to be equivalent under the same circumstances. The results are explained by considering the electron multiplication processes and the electron attachment of the fluorine in the gas mixture.

The optimum output energy and pulse length are obtained in the so-called swing mode when the pre-ionisation pulse coincides with the pre-pulse. In the swing mode the polarity of the pre-pulse is opposite to that of the main pulse, which causes a polarity reversal of the electrode voltage during the electron multiplication from the pre-ionisation electron density to the discharge breakdown level. The result is a more homogeneously spread charge distribution at the breakdown than a voltage pulse without polarity reversal. This causes a more stable and homogeneous discharge and hence a better laser performance.

Increasing the pumping power by decreasing the discharge volume is not found to be very effective. Decreasing the self-inductance of the laser vessel does result in a higher specific output and slightly longer laser pulses.
The results of these experiments may have been negatively influenced by the shape of the laser cathode, which causes a disturbance in the electric field of the discharge. These disturbances reduce the discharge homogeneity and decrease the laser performance.
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Chapter 6

Intermediate pulse length operation and modelling of the laser, using a minimum self-inductance of the peaking circuit

In chapter 5 it has been shown that the self-inductance of the excitation circuit has a large influence on the laser performance. In our set-up the self-inductance of the main circuit cannot be reduced further than is done in section 5.4.

However, Bastiaens et al. have shown that a set-up with a minimum self-inductance of the peaking circuit can already yield considerably longer laser pulses than we were able to generate using the set-ups of chapter 5 [1, 2].

A low self-inductance of the peaking circuit results in a short current rise time in the first stages of the discharge, which allows the peaking circuit to deliver energy to the discharge before the main current has reached any significant value. This decreases the start-up time of the laser pulse. A decrease of the current rise time also causes a denser cathode hot spot structure, which increases the homogeneity of the discharge and thus leads to a longer laser pulse [3–6].
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By placing the peaking capacitors inside the laser vessel, next to the discharge, Bastiaens et al. obtained 45 ns (FWHM) ArF pulses from a gas mixture of 3 mbar F₂, 250 mbar Ar in He at a total gas pressure of 5 bar. For the F₂ laser they even achieved pulse lengths of up to 70 ns in the same set-up [1, 2].

Following the successful research of Bastiaens et al. we modified our set-up in order to minimise the self-inductance of the peaking circuit.

In this chapter we present some experimental results obtained with the modified set-up. The second part of the chapter concerns the results of a numerical simulation of the laser. A short description of the model used is given in appendix B. In the third part of this chapter we discuss the results of the modelling, compared with the experimental results.

6.1 Experimental set-up

The modifications of the experimental set-up, as compared to the set-up described in chapter 5, may be seen in figures 6.1 and 6.2.

The laser cathode is a brass uniform field electrode [7], the nickel plated aluminium anode is flat. The interelectrode distance is 12 mm, resulting in a discharge volume of approximately 60 × 0.7 × 1.2 cm³ (l × w × h). To reduce the self-inductance of the main circuit, the laser vessel is fitted with additional current returns. The current returns consist of aluminium rods, fastened to copper supports that are connected to the laser anode via elastic pressure contacts.

The peaking circuit is formed by 10 ceramic capacitors (MuRata DHS 461-Z-30) of $C_{\text{cap}} = 460 \, \text{pF}$ (at 0 V) mounted on the copper supports inside the laser vessel and connected to the laser cathode by copper leads. The peaking capacitors and the aluminium rods are distributed evenly along the cathode length, see figure 6.2. The high voltage sides of the peaking capacitors are fitted with corona rings to minimise the chance of arcing between the capacitors and the aluminium rods.

The laser resonator consists of a full reflector with a concave radius of 6 m and a plane 70 % reflection outcoupler. Both mirrors are placed outside the laser vessel, to avoid contact with the fluorine containing gas mixture. The MgF₂ windows in the laser vessel are aligned with the laser mirrors to minimise reflection losses.

The set-up is equipped with a liquid nitrogen gas purifier, operated at a temperature of the cold trap of 90 K. During the experiments the gas mixture is continuously
Figure 6.1: A cross section of the modified laser head, showing the construction of the peaking capacitors and the current return rods which reduce the self-inductance of the circuit. The peaking capacitors and the current return rods are evenly spaced along the cathode length, see figure 6.2.

flowed through the purifier to freeze out impurities. This increases the operational lifetime of the gas and decreases contamination of the windows as well as absorption losses to impurities [8–10].

The positions of the current and voltage probes are left equal to the previous situation, see figure 6.3. There are no probes connected to the electrodes inside the laser vessel because the signal-to-noise ratio of probes inside the laser was found to be too high to yield reliable results. Furthermore, the probes, made with plastic-clad resistors or mylar insulation, deteriorate rapidly under the influence of the fluorine and the UV-radiation inside the laser vessel, severely contaminating the laser gas mixture in the process.

Since there are no probes connected directly to the electrodes the actual electrode voltage and discharge current remain unknown. Calculating the electrode voltage by a straightforward correction of the measured voltage $V_p$ with respect to the self-inductance, as is done in chapter 5, is impossible due to the position of the peaking circuit within the measuring circuit. We therefore rely on the signals from the probes
outside the laser vessel to obtain information on the behaviour of the discharge. Although the measured current \( I_{\text{min}} \) does not represent the actual discharge current, variations in the discharge impedance, such as the results of short-circuiting filaments and arcs can still be found quite clearly, see the results in chapter 7.

Nevertheless, from here onwards we only present the measured data, unless explicitly stated otherwise.

### 6.2 Experimental results

In order to investigate some of the qualities of the modified set-up for obtaining long laser pulses, we performed a few "quick-and-dirty" experiments\(^7\) using the gas mixture Bastiaens et al. found to yield the best laser performance [11]. This gas mixture consists of 3 mbar \( F_2 \), 250 mbar \( Ar \) both in He and in Ne buffer gases at a total gas pressure of 5 bar [2].

The laser is operated in the swing mode [Sect. 4.3] with a pre-pulse charging voltage of \( V_{PP} = 30 \) kV and a PFN voltage of \( V_{PFN} = 32 \) kV. The X-ray source is charged to \( V_{XP} = 28 \) kV, as in chapter 5. To decrease the electrode wear by arcing discharges the PFN-capacitance is reduced to \( C_{PFN} = 162 \) nF.

Under these experimental circumstances a significant increase in the performance of the laser is found, compared with the results of chapter 5. The optimum laser pulse

---

\(^7\) Measuring while changing the experimental parameters after every few shots in order to get a rough impression of the behaviour of the set-up, without attempting to obtain detailed information from series of results. However, each result was proven to be reproducible.
Figure 6.3: The equivalent circuit of the modified set-up, showing the locations of the different circuit components and of the measuring probes. \( C_{PFN} \):PFN capacitance. \( L_{PFN} \): Self-inductance of the PFN and of the main switch. \( V_P \): Main voltage probe. \( I_{\text{main}} \): Current probe. \( L_{\text{vess}} \): Self-inductance of the laser vessel, up to the connection of the peaking circuit. \( L_P \): Self-inductance of the peaking circuit, up to the connection of the peaking circuit. \( C_P \): Peaking capacitance. \( L_{\text{cath}} \): Self-inductance of the main circuit below the connection of the peaking capacitors. The connection of the peaking capacitors to the cathode is indicated with the letter Q.

length found in chapter 5 is approximately 26 ns [Fig. 5.14 on page 77] and the optimum specific output energy is 550 mJ/\( \ell \) [Fig. 5.19 on page 83]. However, these results are found under different conditions.

When using He as the buffer gas in the modified set-up the laser pulse length is found to be increased to approximately 32 ns (FWHM), see figure 6.4. In this situation output energies of up to \( E_{\text{out}} = 97 \) mJ/pulse, or 1.9 J/\( \ell \), are obtained. With the Ne-buffered gas mixture the measured pulse lengths are up to 48 ns (FWHM), see figure 6.5. The output energy in this case is even increased up to \( E_{\text{out}} = 181 \) mJ/pulse, or 3.6 J/\( \ell \).

These values for the specific output energy are in the same range as the figures reported in the literature for short-pulse ArF lasers, between 2 J/\( \ell \) and 5 J/\( \ell \). How-
ever, the average laser pulse length in these papers is approximately 12 ns, e.g. see refs. [9,12–14].

The optical signal in figure 6.4 may be seen to consist of a small pulse leading a larger pulse by approximately 25 ns. The first peak originates from the lasing of atomic fluorine (\( \lambda = 713 \) nm), the second peak is the ArF laser pulse proper. Although it is not known to have any effect on the kinetics of the ArF laser, the atomic F laser has a sufficient intensity to be measured by the photodiode behind the ArF laser line filter. Since the atomic F laser is efficiently quenched by Ne it is not observed when a few percents Ne are added to the gas mixture, e.g. see figure 5.10 on page 73 and figures 6.5 and 6.6.

Several authors have discussed the ideal buffer gas when optimising an ArF laser with respect to the output power or to the laser efficiency, i.e. He, Ne or a mixture of both gases [12,14–18]. Generally speaking, it is claimed in the literature that there are no great differences in the laser performance when one buffer gas is replaced by the other. According to Nagai et al. [16] and Ohwa and Obara [17] this is due to the fact
that when using Ne the formation of ArF<sup>+</sup> molecules is twice as efficient as in He-buffered mixtures, while the optical extraction efficiency of the He-buffered mixture is almost twice as high as when using Ne. Thus, the intrinsic efficiencies of both cases are almost equivalent.

However, discharges in Ne-based gas mixtures are more stable than discharges in He-buffered gas mixtures [17, 19, 20]. Therefore longer laser pulses and thus higher output energies may be obtained when using Ne than when using He, see figures 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6.

In the case of the Ne-buffered gas mixture we found that the performance of the laser increases both with respect to the pulse length and to the output energy when the nitrogen pressure in the rail gap is decreased from 1.5 bar to 0.5 bar, see figure 6.6. This effect may be caused by a lower energy dissipation in the discharge inside the rail gap, so that a higher pumping power is transferred to the discharge [21]. The better performance may also be the result of the lower rail gap breakdown voltage. This results in a lower laser breakdown voltage [Sec. 4.3], which reduces the amplitude of the current and voltage oscillations across the discharge with respect to the main
current and voltage pulse. Thus the discharge stability and the output energy are increased, see section 6.3 below.

### 6.3 Kinetic modelling

In order to study the behaviour of the gas discharge and of the laser performance, we used a kinetic model to calculate the behaviour of several characteristic features of the laser pulse when using He as the buffer gas. The results also served to determine the difference between the measured voltage and current signals and the actual values for the discharge.

The used kinetic model is developed in the group of prof. dr A.P. Napartovich by A.V. Demyanov and co-workers of the Troitsk Institute for Innovative and Thermonuclear Research (TRINITI), Troitsk, Moscow Province, Russia. The simulations were
performed in close cooperation with us.

A description of the kinetic model and an overview of the reactions considered during the calculations are given in appendix B. In this section we present some results of the modelling which are interesting for the experimental research. A more exhaustive account of the results of the calculations is given in ref. [22].

The model described in appendix B is used to simulate the operation of the laser for the experimental conditions of figure 6.4. The model yields the voltage across the discharge and the current flowing through it. In order to enable a comparison with the experimental results, the current and voltage at the locations of the probes $V_p$ and $I_{\text{main}}$ are calculated as well.

In the model the temporal variations of the number densities of all species of the considered reactions are calculated. Because of the division of the discharge volume in several parallel layers, the spatial distribution of the different species is obtained as well. Since the rate equations for the optical transitions are incorporated in the model, the spatial behaviour of the laser pulse may also be calculated [22].

In the parallel resistor model, see appendix B, all discharge layers are assumed to be uniform during the discharge pulse. However, in the experiments the discharge is observed to break down into filaments and arcs. This may be accounted for in the model by considering an additional layer (‘the filament’) with slightly different conditions than the other layers and performing the calculations for this filament-layer in parallel with those for the bulk of the discharge.

During the simulation of the ArF laser the filament-layer is incorporated like it was positioned on the optical axis of the discharge volume. The initial electric field strength and electron density in the filament are determined separately from the bulk of the discharge. The area occupied by the filament may be adjusted as well. A comparison of the results after each iteration step shows how the different conditions influence the discharge in the filament-layer in relation to the bulk of the discharge.

### 6.3.1 Calculated results

For the calculations of the behaviour of the laser the circuit of figure 6.3 is used. The values of the components of figure 6.3 are taken to be: $L_{\text{PFN}} = 8 \ \text{nH}$, $L_{\text{vess}} = 15 \ \text{nH}$, $L_p = 2.4 \ \text{nH}$, $L_{\text{cath}} = 1.0 \ \text{nH}$, $C_{\text{PFN}} = 162 \ \text{nF}$ and $C_p = 4.6 \ \text{nF}$. The values of the self-inductances are best-fit values, adapted from estimates based on the geometry of the set-up. However, the combined value of $L_{\text{PFN}} + L_{\text{vess}} + L_{\text{cath}} = 24 \ \text{nH}$ is measured quite accurately from the oscillation time of the current from the PFN.
Figure 6.7: The result of the model calculations with the best-fit values for the experimental set-up. Calculated output energy $E_{out} = 158$ mJ. See the text for the legend and the explanation of the curves.
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The entire voltage pulse of the swing mode is rather difficult to simulate, because the voltage pulse strongly oscillates before the discharge is ignited, see section 4.3. Therefore, the calculations start at the moment the rail gap breaks down, i.e. at the lowest measured voltage $V_p$.

To simulate the growing filamentation of the discharge the electric field inside the filament-layer is increased over that of the bulk of the discharge. Assuming an initial reduction of the electric field strength of $\Delta E_{fil}/E_{bulk} = 0.8\ %$ and a filament area of $1.1\ \text{cm}^2$ yields the best agreement with the experimental results. The area of the filament is an educated guess, based on pictures of the discharge and on values found in literature, e.g. see refs. [23, 24]. The electric field disturbance may be thought of as resulting from the appearance of hot spots on the cathode.

The discharge in the filament area does not contribute to the optical laser field, nor does it absorb or scatter the radiation in the model calculations. The former effect seems reasonable, however the latter may be a somewhat optimistic assumption, since the disturbing effects of filaments on the optical output are well known qualitatively [24] and imprints of the laser beam on thermofax paper clearly show disturbances of the laser beam due to filamentary structures. Additionally, even the presence of hot spots on the cathode can be seen in the near field of the laser beam of a long pulse XeCl laser [25].

The results of the calculations in the above described case are shown in figure 6.7. The calculated results are compared to the experimental results of figure 6.4. The curves in the figure are the following:

$I_{\text{main}C}$: Calculated current at the measuring probe $I_{\text{main}}$.
$I_{\text{main}E}$: Experimentally measured current.
$V_{\text{p}C}$: Calculated voltage at the measuring probe $V_p$.
$V_{\text{p}E}$: Experimentally measured voltage.
$V_{\text{dis}}$: Calculated discharge voltage (including the filament).
$I_{\text{tot}}$: Total calculated discharge current (including the filament).
$I_{\text{bulk}}$: Current through the homogeneous bulk of the discharge.
$P_{\text{tot}}$: Total calculated input power into the discharge.
$P_{\text{bulk}}$: Calculated input power into the homogeneous bulk of the discharge.
$I_{\text{opt}C}$: Calculated optical intensity.
$I_{\text{opt}E}$: Experimentally measured optical intensity (Note: $I_{\text{opt}E}$ is presented in arbitrary units, not in [kW]).
$N_{\text{fil}}$: Calculated electron number density in the filament relative to that in the bulk of the discharge.

$F_{2,\text{fil}}$: Calculated $F_2$ molecule number density in the filament relative to that in the bulk of the discharge.

In figure 6.7.A it may be seen that the calculated and the measured main current and voltage pulses overlap, indicating that the total self-inductance is a reasonable good fit. However, both in the current and the voltage pulse the frequency of the secondary oscillation is different between the calculated and the experimental wave forms.

In figures 6.7.B and C strong oscillations of the discharge voltage and the discharge current are clearly visible, which lead to a pulsed power input into the discharge. The result of this is that the optical output intensity also shows a fluctuation. The optical intensity is calculated with an estimated optical loss of 20 % per round trip in addition to the outcoupled fraction of the laser beam, in order to account for the absorption and scattering losses at the MgF$_2$ windows and the non-pumped optical path length inside the resonator.

From figure 6.7.D it is clear that the electron and the fluorine number densities in the filament strongly deviate from the values in the (centre of the) bulk of the discharge. This indicates the formation of discharge filaments and arcs.

In figures 6.7.B and C the effects of the filaments are visible in the difference between the current and voltage pulses calculated for the total of the discharge and those calculated for the bulk of the discharge, since the latter pulses represent the homogeneous part of the discharge and the former results also incorporate the filament. It is clear that, as the discharge proceeds, the filamentation becomes worse and an increasing amount of energy is channeled away from the homogeneous part of the discharge. Thus increasingly less power is available for the excitation of the laser causing the optical pulse to end prematurely.

The effects of the plasma filamentation become clearer when figure 6.7 is compared to the results of a discharge without filaments as shown in figure 6.8. Obviously, the values for the entire discharge and those for the homogeneous bulk are equal in this case. When there is no filamentation all available power is used in the discharge so that the calculated optical pulse is almost as long as the discharge pulse and the intensity and output energy are much higher than in the case of a discharge with filaments [Fig. 6.7]. The oscillations of the input power are clearly visible in the form of intensity fluctuations of the optical output pulse.

The calculated laser output energy is 158 mJ in the case of figure 6.7 while in the
Figure 6.8: The result of the model calculations for the situation of figure 6.7 but without filamentation. Calculated output energy $E_{\text{out}} = 381 \text{ mJ}$. 
case of no filamentation (figure 6.8) the calculated output is even up to 381 mJ. Both values are significantly higher than the experimental result of 90 mJ.

When the optical losses in the model are increased from 20 % in the case of figure 6.7 to 30 %, the calculated output decreases to 121 mJ, which is still higher than the experimental result. Increasing the optical losses even further is thought to be unrealistic.

The calculated optical output of a set-up with flat, parallel electrodes decreases when the filament area in the model is increased [22, 26]. However, for the case of profiled electrodes the filament should consist of several layers to account for the variation of the electric field due to the electrode-shape. This gives so much freedom in the choices of the parameters of the filament-layers, that a calculated result would be of little value.

From figures 6.7 and 6.8 we may see that the deviation of the electron number density and the fluorine depletion in the filament occur faster during an increase in the discharge current. It is therefore interesting to study the effect of an increased self-inductance of the peaking circuit. In figure 6.9 the results are shown of a simulation of the laser with a self-inductance of the peaking circuit that is twice the self-inductance of the experimental set-up, \(L_p' = 2L_p = 4.8\) nH. In figure 6.10 the results are shown of a simulation of the laser with a self-inductance of the peaking-circuit of zero, \(L_p'' = 0\) nH. The calculated output energies of the cases of \(L_p' = 2L_p\) and \(L_p'' = 0\) are 113 mJ and 219 mJ, respectively, compared to \(E_{out} = 158\) mJ in the case of figure 6.7.

A comparison between figures 6.7, 6.9 and 6.10 shows that the self-inductance of the peaking circuit has a profound effect on the behaviour of the laser. With a self-inductance of \(L_p'' = 0\) nH the filamentation of the discharge is seen to proceed more slowly and evenly than when \(L_p = 2.4\) nH [Fig. 6.7].

The growth of the filamentation in the case of \(L_p' = 4.8\) nH [Fig. 6.9] shows a clear step-like behaviour at each current pulse through the discharge. The filamentation in this case proceeds at an average rate which is a little slower than that of the experimental set-up with \(L_p = 2.4\) nH [Fig. 6.7].

The total power deposition in the discharge is higher when the self-inductance of the peaking circuit is reduced. The fraction of the power delivered to the homogeneous bulk of the discharge, compared to the total deposited power, also decreases more rapidly in the case of a high self-inductance of the peaking circuit than in the situation of a low self-inductance. Furthermore, in the case of a high self-inductance the second power pulse of the pulse-train is delivered to the discharge at a time when the filaments already have developed to a degree that only a poor laser pulse may be generated.
A difference between zero self-inductance of the peaking circuit and a high self-inductance can clearly be seen in the optical pulse, which, of course, is of interest to us. In the case of zero self-inductance the laser pulse starts almost immediately after the discharge breakdown, having a pulse length of approximately 60 ns. In the case of a large self-inductance the optical signal starts approximately 15 ns later and the pulse length is reduced to approximately 40 ns. The shorter start-up time of the pulse in the case of a low self-inductance is caused by the faster and higher power deposition in the discharge. These results show once again that the self-inductance of the set-up has a decisive influence on the behaviour of the laser.

The effects of the current rise time on the formation, the growth and the distribution of cathode hot spots, unfortunately, cannot be calculated in the present model. However, it is clear that a low self-inductance of the peaking circuit causes an increase in the stability of the discharge in its own right.

## 6.4 Comparison between experimental and calculated results

Although we cannot measure the actual discharge voltage and current, or calculate it from the experimental results, we can calculate the voltage at the connection between the cathode and the peaking circuit by accounting for the presence of $L_{\text{vess}}$ in the measuring circuit. Since the self-inductance $L_{\text{cath}} \ll L_{\text{vess}}$ this is expected to give a reasonable approximation of the discharge voltage.

In figure 6.11 a comparison is made between the results of the simulation and the experimental results when the voltage is calculated by

$$V_{\text{calc}} = V_p - L_{\text{vess}} \frac{dI_{\text{main}}}{dt}$$

and taking $L_{\text{vess}} = 15 \, \text{nH}$, as is done in the model calculations.

The layout of figure 6.11 is similar to that of figures 6.7 to 6.10:

$I_{\text{main}C}$: Calculated current at the measuring probe $I_{\text{main}}$.
$I_{\text{main}E}$: Experimentally measured current.
$V_pC$: Calculated voltage at the measuring probe $V_p$.
$V_pE$: Experimentally measured voltage.
Figure 6.9: The result of the model calculations for the situation of figure 6.7 but with a twice as high self-induction of the peaking circuit, \( L'_{p} = 2L_{p} = 4.8 \, nH \). Calculated output energy \( E_{\text{out}} = 113 \, mJ \).
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Figure 6.10: The result of the model calculations for the situation of figure 6.7 but with a self-induction of the peaking circuit of zero, $L_p^0 = 0 \, \text{nH}$. Calculated output energy $E_{\text{out}} = 219 \, \text{mJ}$. 
$I_{\text{tot}} C$: Total calculated discharge current (including filament).

$I_{\text{main}} E$: Experimental current at the measuring probe $I_{\text{main}}$.

$V_{\text{dis}} C$: Calculated discharge voltage (including filament).

$V_{\text{calc}} E$: Voltage at the connection between the cathode and the peaking circuit, calculated according to equation 6.1.

$P_{p} C$: Total calculated input power into the discharge, calculated at the location of the probe $V_{p}$; $P_{p} C = I_{\text{main}} C \times V_{p} C$.

$P_{\text{tot}} C$: Total calculated input power into the discharge (including the filament).

$I_{\text{opt}} C$: Calculated optical intensity.

$P_{\text{tot}} E$: Total measured input power into the discharge, calculated by $P_{\text{tot}} E = V_{p} E \times I_{\text{main}} E$.

$P_{\text{calc}} E$: Total calculated input power into the discharge, calculated by $P_{\text{calc}} E = V_{\text{calc}} E \times I_{\text{main}} E$. Note the different vertical scales in panels C and D.

$I_{\text{opt}} E$: Measured optical intensity.

Figure 6.11 shows that the calculated discharge voltage $V_{\text{calc}}$ exhibits strong oscillations similar to the result of the model. The fact that the input power $P_{\text{calc}} E$ has large negative peaks proves that this simple approximation is not ideal. However, the optical signal $I_{\text{opt}} E$ reaches a maximum after a peak in the input power and it shows has a very slight shoulder at the time of the next power peak.

The large negative peaks on $P_{\text{calc}} E$ lead us to believe that the value taken for $L_{\text{vess}}$ may be too large, although the approximation seems valid. A value of $L_{\text{vess}} = 8$ nH is obtained by calculating the self-inductance from the geometry of the set-up. The current loop is calculated from the position of the probe to the connection of the peaking circuit to the cathode, while approximating the aluminium rods by a solid current return along the entire length of the electrodes, instead of taking a current path width of $28 \times 1$ cm. When using $L_{\text{vess}} = 8$ nH, the wave forms calculated from the experimental results are quite reasonable, see figure 6.12.

In figures 6.11 and 6.12 it may be seen that there is a difference between the oscillation times of the modelled discharge voltage and of $V_{\text{calc}} E$. This may have increased the discrepancies between the simulated optical pulse and the experimental result. The difference in the oscillation frequencies is probably caused by a small error in the estimates of the values of self-inductances of the peaking circuit.
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A comparison between figures 6.11 and 6.12 shows that the modified voltage and power signals in figure 6.12 agree more to the simulated curves than those in figure 6.11. Especially the voltage $V_{\text{calc}}$ and the power $P_{\text{calc}}$ seem more realistic.

At the same time we may see in figures 6.11 and 6.12 that the behaviour of the experimentally found optical intensity quite closely follows the input power $P_{\text{in}}$ which is calculated directly from the measured signals. The correspondence between the optical output and the calculated input power at the position of the probe $V_p$ is less good in the results of the model calculations, which is probably caused by the initial values chosen for the current and voltage.

6.5 Conclusions

The modification of the experimental set-up, minimising the self-inductance of the peaking circuit, results in a large increase in the performance of the laser. The reasons for this success may lie in the fact that the current in the first stages of the discharge has a very short rise time, which results in a high pumping power density. An increased power density implies a higher production rate of ArF$^*$ molecules, so that a higher degree of inversion is reached. This results in a larger fraction of the lasing molecules to be available for the generation of optical output. Hence more output energy is obtained. A short current rise time also favours the growth of a dense distribution of small hot spots, rather than a few large ones. This increases the discharge stability [3-6].

When using Ne as the buffer gas instead of He the laser performance increases dramatically, both with respect to the pulse length and with respect to the output energy. The probable cause of this is that Ne-buffered excimer discharges are more stable than He-buffered discharges, so that not only the output power can be generated during a longer pulse but at the same time the optical quality of the discharge remains higher. Thus the radiation field inside the resonator is disturbed less, which leads to a higher energy extraction.

The results of a kinetic model also show that a larger self-inductance leads to a lower laser performance. This is caused mainly by the growth of filaments.

This is mainly due to the fact that the oscillations of the peaking circuit are too long to generate a more or less continuous pumping power.

The strong oscillations of the voltage and the current from the peaking circuit across the discharge promote the growth of filaments, so that the discharge quality deteri-
Figure 6.11: Comparison between the calculated results of figure 6.7 and the results of figure 6.4, with the experimental voltage corrected for $L_{vess} \frac{dI_{\text{main}}}{dt}$ taking $L_{vess} = 15$ nH. See the text for the legend and the explanation of the curves.
Figure 6.12: Comparison between the calculated results of figure 6.7 and the results of figure 6.4, with the experimental voltage corrected for \( L_{\text{vess}} \frac{dI_{\text{main}}}{dt} \) taking \( L_{\text{vess}} = 8 \, \text{nH} \).
orates. Decreasing the amplitude of the oscillations of the peaking circuit, e.g. by using lower breakdown voltages, may thus increase the discharge quality and hence the laser performance.

A comparison between the results of the model calculations and the experimental data shows that a straightforward ‘correction’ of the measured voltage with respect to the self-inductance of the laser vessel may be used to obtain a glimpse of the behaviour of the discharge voltage. Although the ‘corrected’ voltage yields no conclusive evidence, since the self-inductance of the laser vessel is not accurately known, the results may be used to explain the behaviour of the laser pulse.
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Chapter 7

Long pulse operation

In order to obtain long laser pulses gas mixtures should contain only low concentrations of the active ingredients, especially of the halogen donor [1–8]. Typically, a ‘lean’ gas mixture for a long pulse XeCl laser contains only \( \sim 0.7 \) mbar HCl and \( \sim 10 \) mbar Xe in the buffer gas Ne at a total gas pressure of 5 bar [7,9].

With the different experimental set-ups discussed in chapter 5 we could not obtain ArF lasing with a ‘lean’ gas mixture. However, a strongly reduced self-inductance of the peaking circuit turned out to be the crucial step; with the set-up described in chapter 6 laser pulse lengths of tens of ns proved possible.

In this chapter we present the results of a parametric study on the pulse length and the output energy of the long-pulse ArF laser. The results show that there is a clear trade-off between the laser gain and the discharge stability, and therefore between the output energy and the pulse length.

7.1 Experimental set-up

The general experimental set-up of the laser is equal to that of chapter 6, see figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3.

Throughout the experiments that are discussed in this chapter the resonator is formed by a high reflection mirror with a 6 m concave radius and a plane 90 % reflection outcoupler to obtain a high optical feedback. The laser mirrors are placed outside
the laser vessel, to prevent contact with the fluorine containing gas mixture. The brass laser cathode is of the uniform field type [10]. The grounded anode is flat and it is made of nickel plated aluminium. The discharge volume is approximately $60 \times 0.7 \times 1.2 \text{ cm}^3 (l \times w \times h)$.

The standard gas mixture of the experiments consists of 1.0 mbar $\text{F}_2$, 19.1 mbar He and 50.0 mbar Ar. The buffer gas Ne is added to a total gas pressure of 5 bar, thus $\text{F}_2 : \text{He} : \text{Ar} : \text{Ne} = 0.02 : 0.38 : 1.00 : 98.60$. The He in the gas mixture is a consequence of the fluorine being supplied in the form of a mixture of 4.95 % $\text{F}_2$ in He. Each gas mixture is freshly made before the experiment and it is thoroughly mixed by the flow of a liquid nitrogen gas-purifier (ca. 15 l/min) in approximately 20 min prior to the experiments. The gas mixture is constantly flowed through the laser vessel and through the purifier during the experiments.

The laser is operated in the ferrite switched resonant overshoot mode, using 18 cm$^2$ ferrite in the switch, see section 4.6. The PFN consists of 96 TDK ceramic capacitors of $C_{\text{cap}} = 2.7 \text{ nF}$ each and 42 capacitors with $C_{\text{cap}} = 4.0 \text{ nF}$, resulting in a PFN capacitance of $C_{\text{PFN}} = 427.2 \text{ nF}$. To minimise the self-inductance of the PFN the capacitors are arranged in a hexagonal close-packed pattern between copper sheets. The distance between the ferrites and the lowest row of PFN capacitors is reduced to a few mm. The peaking capacitance $C_p$ consists of ten Murata DHS-460-Z-30 ceramic capacitors of 460 pF (at 0 V) each, mounted inside the laser vessel to minimise the self-inductance of the set-up in the first stages of the discharge, see figure 6.1.

The laser is operated at a PFN-voltage of 5.3 kV, which is slightly higher than the optimum value of twice the steady state voltage, in order to increase the pumping power. The charging voltage of the pre-pulse mini-marx is kept at $V_{\text{PP}} = 20 \text{ kV}$ throughout the experiments. The X-ray source is operated at a mini-marx charging voltage of $V_{\text{XP}} = 30 \text{ kV}$.

The current and voltage signals are measured with resistive probes, see figure 6.3 and the discussion in section 6.1 on page 90. The optical signal is measured with an UV sensitive photodiode (FND 100Q) and a 193 nm filter, placed behind the high reflectivity mirror, which has a transmittance of approximately 0.5 %, see figure 5.8 on page 71.

Unless stated otherwise, the experimental conditions are kept the same throughout the experiments.
Figure 7.1: Typical wave forms of the laser pulse. Upper panel: X-ray source cathode voltage and calculated voltage $V_{\text{calc}}$ (using $L_{\text{vess}} = 8 \ \text{nH}$). Lower panel: Main current $I_{\text{main}}$ and laser intensity. The characteristic points used to describe the laser pulse are indicated (see text). Gas mixture: 5.0 bar, $F_2:Ar:He:Ne = 0.50:50.0:10.1:\text{Rest}$ [mbar].

### 7.2 Experimental results and discussion

Figure 7.1 shows typical wave forms of the X-ray source cathode voltage, the ‘discharge voltage’, the discharge current and the laser intensity. The discharge voltage is calculated according to equation 6.1 [Sec. 6.1]:

$$V_{\text{calc}} = V_p - L_{\text{vess}} \frac{dI_{\text{main}}}{dt}.$$  \hspace{2cm} (6.1)

with $L_{\text{vess}} = 8 \ \text{nH}$. In figure 7.1 the discharge voltage is seen to show a steady state-like behaviour, which indicates that the discharge is very stable. This is also proven
by the fact that the laser pulse extends beyond the end of the current pulse.

In figure 7.1 the boundaries of several studied delay times, serving to characterise a number of properties of the pulses, are indicated with arrows: the optical start up time \( \Delta t_{\text{start}} \), defined as the time delay between the discharge breakdown at \( t_0 \) and the onset of the laser pulse at \( t_{\text{start}} \); the fall time \( \Delta t_{\text{fall}} \), defined as the time between the the discharge start and the midpoint of the falling edge of the laser pulse at \( t_{\text{fall}} \); and the time delay \( \Delta t_{\text{opt-end}} \) to the end of the laser pulse at \( t_{\text{opt-end}} \). The pre-ionisation delay time \( \Delta t_X \) is defined as the time delay between the onset of the X-ray pulse and the discharge breakdown, as is done in the discussions before [Ch. 5].

### 7.2.1 Dependency on the pre-ionisation timing

One of the most important parameters for obtaining a good discharge is the start of it, governed by the multiplication of the pre-ionisation electron density, \( N_e \approx 10^8 \text{ cm}^{-3} \), to that of a fully developed discharge, \( N_e \approx 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-3} \) [11], see also sections 2.2 and 5.3.1.
An early pre-ionisation allows much time to the fluorine for attachment of the pre-ionisation electrons, causing small scale inhomogeneities in the electron density. Applying the pre-ionisation pulse late implies that there is very little time for the electron multiplication from the pre-ionisation electron density to the discharge level. In both cases an inhomogeneous discharge can occur, see chapter 5.

In figure 7.2 the laser pulse length (FWHM) and the optical output energy are shown as a function of the pre-ionisation delay time $\Delta t_X$. In the figure four different zones may be discerned in the optical performance with respect to the pre-ionisation delay time. In the first zone, $\Delta t_X$ shorter than $\sim 75$ ns, both the output power and the output energy increase with longer pre-ionisation delays. In the second zone, $-75 \geq \Delta t_X \geq -150$ ns, the output energy decreases with longer delay times while the pulse length still increases. In the third zone, $-150 \geq \Delta t_X \geq -260$ ns, the overall optical performance decreases with longer pre-ionisation delays. Finally, at pre-ionisation delay times longer than $\Delta t_X \approx 260$ ns we found no lasing at all.

Typical wave forms of the current and the laser intensity at different pre-ionisation delay times are shown in figure 7.3. It is clear that the pre-ionisation timing has a strong influence on the laser performance. However, the effects are not as extreme as in
the previous experiments. This is probably the case because the fluorine concentration in the gas mixture is decreased by a factor of 7.5 in the present situation with respect to the conditions of chapter 5, so that the effects of the electron attachment to the F₂ molecules on the total number of electrons are reduced. Furthermore, the gas mixture now consists mainly of neon instead of helium and the total gas pressure is increased from 4 bar to 5 bar. These changes increase the efficiency of X-ray pre-ionisation, so that the pre-ionisation electron density is expected to be much higher to start with than in the previous situation, see chapter 3 and refs. [12–14].

The optimum pulse length is found at a pre-ionisation delay time of \( \Delta t_X \approx -150 \) ns, which means that the X-ray pulse reaches its maximum intensity before the onset of the pre-pulse. The optimum output energy, however, is found at a shorter pre-ionisation delay of \( \Delta t_X \approx -75 \) ns, when the onsets of the X-ray pulse and of the pre-pulse coincide. In long pulse XeCl lasers, operated in the resonant overshoot mode, the optimum laser performance is also found when the X-ray pre-ionisation pulse is applied just ahead of the pre-pulse [6, 7]. In the case of the long pulse F₂ laser the X-ray pre-ionisation is best applied during the start of the pre-pulse [8], which is closer to the results of chapter 5. This behaviour is probably caused by the increased amount of fluorine in the gas mixture in that case, as compared to the present ArF-laser configuration.

The results may be explained by considering the processes leading from the pre-ionisation to the discharge breakdown, see also section 5.3.1. At short pre-ionisation delays, the first zone in the above classification, there is too little time for a uniform multiplication of the pre-ionisation electron density. Thus the discharges start with a relatively low quality, resulting in a poor optical performance. The current signals in Fig. 7.3 reflect the difficult discharge start at very short pre-ionisation delay times. The growth of discharge instabilities and arcs can be seen from the sudden increase in the current, which denotes the collapse of the discharge impedance when small arcs are formed, partly short circuiting the discharge.

A longer pre-ionisation delay causes a better net electron density multiplication, and therefore a lower discharge impedance after the breakdown, which translates into a decreased current rise time, see Fig. 7.3. Thus, the discharge current in the early stages of the discharge is increased with longer pre-ionisation delays. This results in a better discharge quality, causing an earlier start up and a longer duration of the laser pulse.

The fact that the maximum output energy and the maximum pulse length are found at different values of \( \Delta t_X \) is probably caused by a difference in the electron density distribution in the discharge volume. The combination of the diffusion of pre-ionisation
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electrons away from the centre of the pre-ionised region on one hand and the decreased electron attachment by F₂ molecules at an increased electric field strength [15] on the other hand results in a wider discharge at long pre-ionisation delays [16]. This causes a lower current density, which in turn results in a lower specific pumping power and thus in a lower output energy, see also section 5.4.

However, at yet longer pre-ionisation delays, in the third zone, the electron density has had a chance to become inhomogeneous, yielding a worse discharge quality [Ch. 5]. Longer pre-ionisation delays also cause lower breakdown voltages, see figure 5.15 on page 78. This means that the peaking capacitors contain less energy at the breakdown of the discharge than at shorter pre-ionisation delays so that the initial discharge current is decreased, enhancing the decrease of the discharge quality.

At pre-ionisation delays longer than \( \sim 260 \) ns, the gas mixture already breaks down on the pre-pulse, instead of being ignited by the overshoot. The resulting involuntary switch mode causes a reversal of the direction of the current during the first stages of the discharge, see section 4.7, which results in the appearance of hot spots on both electrodes [17,18]. The ensuing increased filamentation of the discharge inhibits lasing.

During the experiments the pre-ionisation is consistently applied approximately 20 ns before the onset of the pre-pulse, at \( \Delta t_X \approx 100 \) ns.

### 7.2.2 Dependency on the gas composition

**F₂ concentration**

The discharge stability of excimer lasers is strongly influenced by the concentration of the halogen donor in the gas mixture [1, 8]. Therefore the sensitivity of the laser performance to the fluorine content is studied by varying the partial pressure of the fluorine in the gas mixture.

In figure 7.4 the pulse length (FWHM) and the output energy of the laser pulse are shown as a function of the fluorine partial pressure. The data points are the averages of series of shots with a fresh gas mixture. The error bars denote the standard deviation of the results of each series.

The average pulse length is seen to increase drastically with a decreasing fluorine pressure, from approximately 35 ns to 116 ns when the fluorine pressure is decreased from 2.0 mbar to 0.5 mbar F₂. The specific energy of the laser pulse is rather low
at the longest pulses, 4 mJ/ℓ, which is probably caused by a low gain due to the low amount of fluorine, as well as the non-optimised construction of the main circuit of the laser. The optimum output energy of 25 mJ/ℓ is obtained with 1.0 mbar F₂, in a pulse of approximately 61 ns.

Figure 7.5 shows the discharge current and the laser intensity for a number of different fluorine pressures. In figure 7.6 the behaviour of the laser pulse is indicated in terms of the delay times Δt_{start}, Δt_{fall} and Δt_{opt.end}. The curves in figure 7.6 are exponential fits to the data. It can be seen that the laser pulse occurs earlier in the discharge when the fluorine partial pressure is raised. The laser pulse length and amplitude decrease more rapidly than the start up time with an increasing F₂ concentration.

We attribute the behaviour of the laser performance to a trade-off between the laser gain and the discharge stability. At higher fluorine partial pressures the formation of the ArF⁺ molecules is more efficient [11,19–21], hence the lasers exhibits a higher gain. The result is a shorter start-up time of the optical pulse Δt_{start}, and more output energy.
However, at the same time, the higher $F_2$ concentration leads to a worse discharge quality due to the fact that the inevitable discharge filamentation grows faster [2,3]. This can be seen from the sudden current increase, which is caused by the impedance collapse of the discharge due to filamentation. The effect occurs increasingly early in the discharge as the fluorine concentration is raised, see figure 7.5. With a fluorine partial pressure of 1.75 mbar the discharge collapse coincides with the build-up of the laser pulse, which therefore is terminated almost immediately.

The starting quality of the discharge gets worse as well, because the effective pre-ionisation electron density is reduced by the increased electron attachment in the gas mixture by the present $F_2$ molecules [3, 22]. This means that the voltage pre-pulse and overshoot have more difficulties generating an effective electron avalanche for a homogeneous breakdown, which results in a lower discharge homogeneity. The discharge also constitutes a higher impedance with an increasing halogen density so that the current pulse gets longer with an increasing $F_2$ partial pressure, as is shown in figure 7.5.

The optical quality of the discharge is affected by the presence of filaments already before they bridge the discharge gap, because the radiation is scattered at the fila-
Figure 7.6: The delay time from the discharge start to the start of the optical signal $\Delta t_{\text{start}}$ (▲), to the midpoint of the falling edge of the laser pulse intensity $\Delta t_{\text{fall}}$ (▼) and to the end of the optical signal $\Delta t_{\text{opt.end}}$ (■) versus the $F_2$ partial pressure. Gas mixture: 5.0 bar, $F_2 : Ar : He : Ne = X : 50 : 20 : 2X : \text{Rest [mbar]}$.

ments [22]. Other optical loss factors that increase with an higher $F_2$ concentration are the absorption of the 193 nm radiation by $F^-$ and $F_2$ as well as the quenching of the ArF$^*$ molecules by $F_2$ molecules [19–21,23]. Nevertheless, we believe that the effects of these losses are outweighed by the growth of the discharge instabilities.

The stability of the discharge increases faster with a decreasing $F_2$ concentration than the start-up time of the optical signal, see figure 7.6. Furthermore, we did not observe signs of a halogen burn-up at a fluorine pressure as low as 0.50 mbar, because the optical pulse extends beyond the pumping pulse, see figures 7.1 and 7.5. Thus, even longer ArF laser pulses can probably be generated, in which case the pumping power must be increased in order to overcome the lower laser gain because of the lower ArF$^*$ formation efficiency.
Figure 7.7: Laser pulse length (FWHM) and output energy versus Ar partial pressure.
Gas mixture: 5.0 bar, $F_2:Ar:He:Ne = 1.0:X:19.1:Rest$ [mbar].

Ar concentration

The effect of a variation of the argon partial pressure on the performance of the laser was studied in the same manner as the fluorine dependency. The results are shown in figures 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9.

In these figures it may be seen that the laser pulse length decreases with an increasing Ar partial pressure, from 66 ns at 15 mbar Ar, to approximately 44 ns at 200 mbar Ar in the gas mixture. The optimum partial pressure for argon with respect to the output energy is found to be 50 mbar, with a pulse length of approximately 61 ns.

We find that the laser pulses occur earlier in the discharge with increasing argon pressure from 15 to 50 mbar, see figures 7.8 and 7.9. Between 50 and 100 mbar the pulses start at the same time in the discharge, but the intensity falls earlier. At argon pressures over 100 mbar the laser pulse intensity shows an overall decrease, while the pulse shape remains the same, see figure 7.8.

The behaviour indicates that the laser gain increases with augmenting Ar pressures, although loss mechanisms related to a higher Ar concentration eventually surpass
Figure 7.8: Typical current and photodiode signals with different Ar partial pressures, 15 – 50 mbar (left panel) and 50 – 250 mbar (right panel). Gas mixture: 5.0 bar, \( F_2 : Ar : He : Ne = 1.0 : X : 19.1 : Rest \) [mbar].

the gain increase. The increased gain is chiefly caused by a higher efficiency in the formation of the ArF\(^{**}\) molecule. The loss mechanisms, which are predominant at Ar partial pressures over \( \sim 100 \) mbar, are caused by a number of processes: the absorption of the 193 nm radiation by Ar\(^{2+}\) and Ar\(^{**}\), and the quenching of ArF\(^{**}\) by Ar atoms [11,19–21,23]. The efficiency of these processes increases with a higher Ar concentration in the gas mixture. A higher Ar concentration also causes a higher electron density in the discharge [11], which in turn causes an increased quenching of the ArF\(^{**}\) molecules by electrons [11,19–21].

The electrical qualities of the discharge are also affected by a variation in the Ar concentration in the gas mixture. Since Ar has a higher cross section for X-rays than the other components of the laser gas mixture [12,13] the pre-ionisation becomes more effective with an increasing amount of Ar in the gas mixture [Sec. 3.3]. From the decreasing current rise time when the Ar pressure increases from 15 mbar to 50 mbar, see figure 7.8, we may see that the better pre-ionisation causes a faster breakdown, a better discharge quality and thus a better optical performance. However, increasing the amount of argon in the gas mixture causes the breakdown voltage of the gas mixture to rise, while the steady state voltage drops. This decreases the discharge stability. The higher difficulty in starting the discharge may be seen from the slower current rise in the signals in figure 7.8 at Ar pressures over 50 mbar. The increased
Figure 7.9: The delay time from the discharge start to the start of the optical signal $\Delta t_{\text{start}}$ (▲), to the midpoint of the falling edge of the laser pulse intensity $\Delta t_{\text{fall}}$ (▽) and to the end of the optical signal $\Delta t_{\text{opt.end}}$ (■) versus the argon partial pressure. Gas mixture: 5.0 bar, $F_2:Ar:He:Ne = 1.0:X:19.1:Rest$ [mbar].

instability can again be concluded from the sudden current increase during the discharge. The effect becomes clearer at higher Ar partial pressures. The growth of discharge instabilities at high Ar concentrations is probably further enhanced by the decrease in the mean electron energy, due to the lower steady state voltage at a higher Ar concentration. This favours the dissociative electron attachment of $F_2$ [15,24], and thus the build-up of discharge instabilities.

**Total gas pressure**

The performance of the laser as a function of the total gas pressure was studied by increasing the Ne pressure in a gas mixture containing 1.0 mbar $F_2$, 50.0 mbar Ar and 19.1 mbar He. Each gas mixture was freshly made. All other parameters were kept the same. The results are shown in figures 7.10, 7.11 and 7.12.

In figures 7.10 and 7.11 the length of the laser pulse can be seen to decrease steadily
when the pressure is increased over $\sim 3.5$ bar, while the output energy clearly peaks at 4.5 bar. The laser pulse is found to start earlier in the discharge when the pressure goes up from 2.5 bar to 4.5 bar, see figure 7.12. When the pressure is raised over 4.5 bar the laser pulse starts increasingly late. The maximum laser intensity coincides with the current maximum [Fig. 7.11]. Both peaks shift to a later time in the discharge when the gas pressure rises. At gas pressures over 4.5 bar the laser intensity decreases uniformly.

This behaviour indicates an increasing gain in the laser up to a pressure of 4.5 bar, probably due to a higher efficiency in the formation of the ArF$^+$ molecule as a result of three-body collisions [11, 19–21, 23, 25, 26] and an higher efficiency in the power deposition [27]. The intensity decrease at higher pressures may be caused by an increased quenching of the ArF$^+$ molecules by Ne [11, 19–21, 23].

On the other hand, the electrical parameters of the discharge also change when the gas pressure is varied. Although the increased pressure causes a higher pre-ionisation density [12, 13], the breakdown voltage and the discharge impedance go up as well. This can clearly be seen in figure 7.11, which shows an increase of both the current rise time and the duration of the current pulse. The larger current rise time enhances
Figure 7.11: Typical current and photodiode signals with different total gas pressures, 2.5 – 4.5 bar (left panel) and 4.5 – 6 bar (right panel). Gas mixture: $F_2:Ar:He:Ne = 1.0:50.0:19.1$:Rest [mbar].

the growth of discharge instabilities, indicated by the increase in the current halfway during the pulse.

**He in the buffer gas**

It is shown in chapter 6 that the use of Ne as the buffer gas yields longer laser pulses and higher output energies in a mixture containing 3.0 mbar $F_2$ and 250 mbar Ar than when He is used.

To investigate this effect a little further the Ne buffer gas of the laser is replaced by a mixture of 1.0 bar He and 4.0 bar Ne, instead of pure Ne. When the laser is operated under the standard conditions it is found that the average pulse length at $\Delta t_X = 125 \pm 10$ ns decreases from $\sim 60$ ns to $\sim 57$ ns and that the average output energy decreases from $\sim 0.8$ mJ to $\sim 0.6$ mJ.

Typical wave forms of a discharge with pure Ne as the buffer gas and those of a discharge with 1 bar He in the gas mixture are shown in figure 7.13. In figure 7.13 it may be seen that the breakdown voltage of the Ne-buffered gas mixture is slightly higher than that of the He:Ne-buffered gas mixture. The calculated steady state voltage of the Ne-buffered laser is a little lower than that of the gas mixture with the
Figure 7.12: The delay time from the discharge start to the start of the optical signal $\Delta t_{\text{start}}$ (▲), to the midpoint of the falling edge of the laser pulse intensity $\Delta t_{\text{fall}}$ (▽) and to the end of the optical signal $\Delta t_{\text{opt.end}}$ (■) versus the total gas pressure. Gas mixture: $F_2:Ar:He:Ne = 1.0:50.0:19.1:Rest \ [\text{mbar}]$.

He:Ne buffer gas mixture. The main current in the Ne-buffered case remains higher than that of the He:Ne-buffered gas mixture for almost 200 ns. The calculated input powers into the discharges are equivalent.

Although the laser pulses start at the same time in the discharge, the laser intensity is seen to increase faster and to become higher in the case of the Ne-buffered gas mixture. The intensity of both laser pulses falls after approximately the same time in the discharge, probably caused by the growth of discharge filaments due to the amount of fluorine in the gas mixtures (see above).

The faster rise of the laser intensity in the case of the Ne buffer gas may be due to the fact that in Ne-buffered gas mixtures the spontaneous emission is found to start earlier in the discharge because the formation of the ArF$^*$ excimer is more efficient in these discharges than in the case of He-buffering [19,28]. However, it is found that the gain of Ne-buffered gas mixtures is lower than for He-buffered gas mixtures [19]. This means that the optimum optical feedback for Ne-buffered gas mixtures is higher than when He is used for the buffer gas. The very high optical feedback of approximately
87 % of our set-up may have exploited this effect, causing the higher output power for Ne-buffered gas mixtures.

7.2.3 Dependency on the pumping power

The dependency of the laser performance on the pumping power is studied by varying the charging voltage of the pulse forming network $V_{PFN}$, while using the standard gas mixture and keeping all other parameters constant.

Figures 7.14 and 7.15 show that the pulse length increases from approximately 55 ns to 80 ns FWHM when the energy on the PFN is varied from 3.7 J to 13.2 J, which corresponds to PFN-voltages from 4.1 kV to 7.9 kV. The growth rate of the pulse length decreases somewhat with higher voltages. The output energy increase, from 0.2 mJ (4 mJ/τ) to 3.0 mJ (60 mJ/τ), shows the same behaviour, although the growth rate decreases more strongly. In figures 7.15 and 7.16 the optical pulse can be seen to start earlier in the discharge when the energy stored on the PFN is increased. The maximum laser intensity coincides with the current maximum, which occurs
increasingly early in the discharge when the PFN voltage is raised.

At a PFN voltage of $V_{PFN} \gtrsim 8$ kV ($E_{PFN} \gtrsim 13.7$ J) the laser breaks down spontaneously during the charging of the PFN, before the pre-ionisation and the pre-pulse have been applied. Under these conditions there is no homogeneous discharge and therefore no lasing.

The behaviour indicates that the laser gain increases when a higher pumping power is applied. The increase of the laser performance with an increasing PFN voltage wears off at higher PFN voltages. This may be caused by a stronger electron quenching of the ArF* molecules due to an increased electron density at higher voltages [11,19–21].

Theory predicts that the discharge collapses faster at an increased current density in the discharge due to a faster halogen depletion [2,3]. This has indeed been observed in other fluorine-containing lasers [3,8].

In spite of the fact that we find an increase in the discharge current which we attribute to the formation of arcs in the discharge, in our set-up the discharge is not found to collapse increasingly early with a higher discharge current. Furthermore, in figures 7.15 and 7.16 we may see that the optical signal does not deteriorate when
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Figure 7.15: Typical current and photodiode signals with different PFN voltage \( V_{PFN} = 4.8 - 7.5 \text{ kV} \). Gas mixture: \( 5.0 \text{ bar} \); \( F_2 : Ar : He : Ne = 1.0 : 50.0 : 19.1 : \text{ Rest} \) [mbar].

The current is increased, although the increase in the pulse length is reduced at higher charging voltages.

The effects of an increase in the halogen depletion are probably attenuated by the fact that the cathode in our set-up is shaped in an Ernst-profile [10], see figure 6.1, which allows the discharge to become wider when higher voltages are used. Thus, the current density decreases while the total discharge current increases. The reduced current density leads to a lower specific pumping power and thus to a lower output energy. This accounts for the effect that the growth rate of the output energy decreases faster than that of the pulse length with increasing PFN voltage.

7.3 Conclusions

We have shown that laser pulses with a length of up to 120 ns may be obtained from a discharge pumped ArF excimer laser, operated under nearly voltage matched conditions. The discharges are very stable, due to the use of on the one hand a gas
mixture with very low amounts of F₂ and Ar and on the other hand an experimental set-up with a uniform field electrode and a very short current rise time during the formation of the discharge.

The laser pulse length is shown to be determined in the first place by discharge instabilities, which grow into filaments and arcs. The growth of instabilities depends primarily on the fluorine concentration of the gas mixture. Decreasing the partial pressures of F₂ and Ar increases the pulse length without an apparent maximum, until of course the concentrations become too low to sustain lasing. However, there is a maximum pulse length found when the total gas pressure is varied from 2 to 6 bar.

Since a decreased concentration of the active ingredients also causes a lower laser gain, the optimum pulse length and the optimum pulse energy are found with different gas mixtures. The optimum output energy at voltage matched conditions is 30 mJ/l at a pulse length of approximately 67 ns, found when using a gas mixture consisting of 1.0 mbar F₂ 50.0 mbar Ar, 19.1 mbar He in the buffer gas Ne at 4.5 bar total pressure. The optimum pulse length of 116 ± 8 ns is obtained with a gas mixture consisting of
0.50 mbar F₂, 50.0 mbar Ar, 9.6 mbar He in the buffer gas Ne at 5 bar total pressure. Both the optical pulse length and the output energy are found to increase with an increasing pumping power.
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Chapter 8

Design considerations for future devices

From the experiments, reported in this thesis, several conclusions may be drawn that may serve as advice in the design of new, optimised laser devices. This chapter is divided into two; one part is devoted to the design parameters that need some extra attention, the other part focuses on topics which should be studied better to grasp the properties of the laser and the discharge at a more fundamental level.

8.1 Design parameters

- The discharge region must have a homogeneous electrical field density.
- The self-inductance of the entire system should be as low as possible.
- The self-inductance of the laser head, containing the peaking capacitors, should get even more attention.
- The pre-ionisation pulse should have a rise time as short as possible.
- The pre-ionisation must be homogeneous and yield an electron density of at least $10^9 \text{ cm}^{-3}$.
• In the case of X-ray pre-ionisation, the X-ray window should either be much larger than the intended discharge area, in which case the electrode shape should dictate the discharge dimensions, or it should be much smaller than the electrodes, in which case the discharge volume is determined by the boundaries of the pre-ionisation electron distribution. An overlap of the two boundaries must be prevented: in that case the discharge gets unstable earlier in the discharge because the two (inherent) causes of inhomogeneities add up.

• The spike-pulse should have a rise time of approximately 20 ns, the pre-pulse-rise time may be somewhat longer.

• The pre-pulse should be higher than the steady-state voltage in order to have it contribute to the electron multiplication.

• The timing of the pre-ionisation and the pre-pulse should be variable, and accurately adjustable.

• The shot-to-shot reproducibility of the system should be as high as possible.

• The peaking capacitance should be as evenly spread-out along the discharge or the electrodes as possible, to minimise plasma density fluctuations due to small variations in the inductance between the peaking capacitors and the discharge along the electrodes.

• The peaking capacitors should be readily accessible and replaceable in order to enable the optimisation of the set-up.

• The laser yields more output power at higher pumping powers. A possible way to increase the pumping power is to increase the PFN-capacitance. However, the PFN charging time must be short, to prevent premature breakdown.

• The main voltage probes should be connected across the electrodes, or at least in a position where a reliable correction for the remaining self-inductance can be performed.

• A current probe should be incorporated in such a manner that it measures the actual discharge current.

• The laser should be equipped with some form of gas purification.

• The mirrors should be inside the gas mixture in order to eliminate windows and other loss-mechanisms as much as possible.
8.2 Further study

The influence of the following properties on the discharge quality should be studied in greater detail.

- The rise time of the PFN-voltage.
- The self-inductance of the main circuit.
- The self-inductance of the peaking circuit.
- The pre-ionisation pulse length and rise time.
- The pre-ionisation timing dependency of the laser operating in the resonant overshoot mode.
- The composition of the buffer gas with respect to the pulse length and the output energy of the laser.
- The scattering of the laser beam on discharge filaments.
- The variation of the discharge width during the discharge pulse.
Appendix A

The mini-marx generator

The operation of a marx generator is based on charging a number of capacitors in parallel, and discharging them while they are connected in series. The resulting voltage is the voltage per stage, multiplied by the number of stages in the generator.

The mini-marx generator, used in our set-up for the operation of the X-ray source as well as for the delivery of the pre-pulse, consists of six equal stages of $C_s = 3.6$ nF per stage. The capacitors are charged continuously via charging resistors of $R_{ch} = 100$ kΩ. The equivalent circuit of the mini-marx is shown in figure A.1. The switches between the stages are spark gaps, made of stainless steel balls. The first spark gap is triggered by means of a tungsten spark pin inside the sphere, see figure A.1.

Once the first spark gap is triggered, the voltage across the first capacitor reverses from its initially charged voltage $V_{ch}$ to $-V_{ch}$. Therefore the voltage difference across the second spark gap suddenly increases from $V_{ch}$ to $2V_{ch}$, which causes it to break down as well. The voltage on the next capacitor then drops from $+V$ to $-2V$, triggering the third spark gap. This process is repeated until the last spark gap is triggered and a high voltage pulse of $6V_{ch}$ is generated with a very short rise time. The voltage rise of the pulse at the exit of the mini-marx is less than 2 ns. We have not succeeded in measuring accurately the actual rise time of the device [1]. The rise time of the voltage in our set-up is therefore mainly determined by the circuit to which the mini-marx is connected.

The body of the mini-marx generator is mounted inside a perspex cylinder, inside a copper cylinder, resulting in a coaxial geometry. The capacitors are mounted on one
side of a PVC base-plate, the spark gaps are mounted on the other side. Between the spark gap electrodes two grooves are machined in the base plate, to increase the creeping distance between the gaps. The interelectrode distance of the spark gaps can be adjusted.

The spark gaps are mounted transverse to the axis of the mini-marx, in order to pre-ionise the next gap by the UV radiation of the spark. Thus the cascade-triggering of the generator gaps is very fast. The entire mini-marx generator can be pressurised up to 3 bar with nitrogen. The nitrogen is continuously flowed along the gaps, to blow away possible debris from the electrodes or from the PVC-base-plate.

The trigger pulse is delivered to the mini-marx in several stages: a 5 V TTL pulse, generated by a commercially available pulse generator, triggers a home-built solid state pulser, which delivers a 400 V pulse to trigger a small thyratron circuit. The capacitor of the thyratron circuit is charged to +7 kV in the case of the X-ray source. For the pre-pulse a “floating” thyratron is used, charged to −15 kV. The thyratrons deliver high voltage pulses to the trigger pins inside the mini-marx generators. These trigger pulses have the opposite polarity to charging polarity of the thyratron capacitors.

The mini-marx generators are usually charged to $V_{XP} = -30$ kV and $V_{PP} = 25$ kV, respectively. The interelectrode distance of the spark gaps and the pressure and flow...
rate of the nitrogen in each mini-marx are adjusted slightly higher than the critical values for self-breakdown. This decreases the time jitter of the mini-marxes, although it causes self-breakdown to occur occasionally, since the generators are charged continuously.

The time jitter of the mini-marx itself is defined as the variation in the time delay between the moment the trigger pulse is applied to the first spark gap of the mini-marx and the onset of the output voltage pulse. The jitter of the mini-marx depends on the polarity of the charging and that of the trigger pulse. The X-ray source mini-marx, charged negatively and triggered with a positive pulse, can have a time jitter as low as approximately 5 ns, although the mean jitter is \( \sim 12 \) ns. The mini-marx that is used for the pre-pulse is positively charged and it is triggered by a negative trigger pulse. Its time jitter is up to 50 ns.

When the two mini-marx generators were exchanged, the difference between the amount of jittering proved to be a consequence of the used charging polarities, not of the generators themselves.

Since the two jitters add up, the time jitter between both mini-marx pulses was generally \( \sim 50 \) ns.
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Appendix B

A kinetic model of a discharge pumped ArF excimer laser

The kinetic model used to describe the operation of the laser is developed by A.V. Demyanov and co-workers of the Troitsk Institute for Innovative and Thermonuclear Research (TRINITI), Troitsk, Moscow Province, Russia, under the guidance of prof. dr A.P. Napartovich, in cooperation with the Quantum Electronics Group of the University of Twente, Enschede, the Netherlands.

The one-dimensional model basically consists of two parts:

- The ‘master’ equation, which incorporates the population densities of all particles considered in the discharge.
- The set of equations describing the electrical circuit.

The description of the model in this appendix is based on more elaborate reports by Demyanov [1] and Fischer [2]. In this description we attempt to give a very concise overview of some aspects of the model. In the first section we derive the ‘master’ equation which describes the rate of change of the particle densities of the various considered species. Next the solving of the Boltzmann equation for the electron energy distribution is discussed. In the third part the parallel resistor model is introduced. In the last section the rate equations incorporated in the model are stated.
B.1 Kinetic model

Reactions in an excimer laser discharge involving the species $X_1, \ldots, X_n$ may generally be written in the form of

$$
\sum \mu_i X_i \xrightarrow{k_f} \sum \nu_i X_i + \Delta E_i
$$

(B.1)

where $k_f$ and $k_r$ are the forward and reverse rate constants (in $s^{-1}$, cm$^3$/s, cm$^3$/s, etc.) and $\mu_i$ and $\nu_i$ are nonnegative integer coefficients.

The energy balance of the reactions of equation B.1 is given by

$$
\sum \mu_i E_i = \sum \nu_i E_i + \Delta E
$$

(B.2)

with $E_i$ the total energy of the species $i$ with respect to the decomposition of the species into neutral atoms. $\Delta E$ is the energy defect of the reverse reaction of equation B.1.

The net rate $R$ for the reaction of equation B.1 is given by

$$
R = R_f - R_r
$$

(B.3)

where $R_f = k_f \prod [X_i]$ and $R_r = k_r \prod [X_i]$ with $[X_i]$ being the population density (in cm$^{-3}$) of the species $X_i$. Thus, the contribution of the reaction B.1 to the production or loss of a species $X_i$ is

$$
\frac{d}{dt} [X_i] = (\nu_i - \mu_i) R.
$$

(B.4)

For an arbitrary reaction scheme, which contains several different collision processes, labeled by $k$, the full ‘master’ equation for the system becomes:

$$
\frac{d}{dt} [X_i] = \sum_k (\nu_{ik} - \mu_{ik}) R_k, \text{ for } i = 1, \ldots, n.
$$

(B.5)

The corresponding energy conservation equation is:

$$
\frac{d}{dt} \sum_i E_i [X_i] = - \sum_k \Delta E_k, \text{ for } i = 1, \ldots, n.
$$

(B.6)
with $\Delta E_k = \sum_k (\nu_i - \mu_i) E_i$ being the net energy change of the system due to reaction $k$.

Since during the calculation of a discharge the discharge parameters, and thus the rate constants, may vary over several orders of magnitude, the master equations B.5 and B.6 often become a rigid set of differential equations. During the simulation equations B.5 and B.6 are calculated using a multi-step technique, which automatically adjusts the integration step size during the calculation, so that the required accuracy conditions are maintained.

The model is developed with a maximum flexibility in mind. The program consists of several separate subroutines that check for the generation of new species and then implements them in the main executive program to allow for a single, self-contained coupled analysis, based on the specified reaction scheme. At various points in the program checks are performed against zero-results.

The kinetic computer model can be used both for the simulation of a discharge pumped system and for an e-beam pumped system, since the equations for both cases are programmed in subroutines that can be switched on or off.

### B.2 Solving the Boltzmann equation

For the master equations B.5 and B.6 to be accurate, the energies of all considered particles must be known. Since the energy is pumped into the gas by means of an electrical discharge the most important part is the electron energy distribution function $f(\mathbf{r}, \mathbf{v}, t)$, which can be calculated from the Boltzmann equation.

In its basic form the Boltzmann equation is given by:

$$
\left( \frac{\partial}{\partial t} + \mathbf{v} \cdot \nabla \mathbf{r} + \frac{\mathbf{F}}{m} \cdot \nabla \mathbf{v} \right) f(\mathbf{r}, \mathbf{v}, t) = \left( \frac{\delta f}{\delta t} \right)_{\text{coll}} \tag{B.7}
$$

where $\mathbf{r}$, $\mathbf{v}$ are the place and velocity vectors, $\mathbf{F}$ is the force term and $m$ is the electron mass. The right hand side of the equation is the collision term; the change in the distribution function by collisions between electrons and other gas components.

The usual approach for solving the Boltzmann equation is by expanding the electron energy distribution function into Legendre polynomials. Taking only the first two
terms into account a rather good approximation is already obtained:
\[
    f(\vec{v}) = f_0(v) + \frac{\vec{v}}{v} \vec{f}_1(v), \quad |\vec{f}_1| \ll |f_0|
\]  
(B.8)

The functions \(f_0\) and \(\vec{f}_1\) then only depend on the electron velocity. \(f_0\) is the normalised distribution function of an initial guess. The vectorial aspect of \(\vec{f}_1\) is determined by \(\vec{F} = -e\vec{E}\). The distribution function \(f(\vec{v})\) is normalised in velocity space:
\[
    \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(\vec{v}) \, d^3v = 1
\]  
(B.9)

When neglecting spatial gradients in the discharge \((\nabla \cdot \nabla f := 0)\) and start-up effects \(\left(\frac{\partial f}{\partial t} (t_0) := 0\right)\) equation B.7 may be split into separate scalar and a vectorial equations.

The above approximation is called the two-term quasi-steady Boltzmann equation. The two-term approximation is correct when the drift velocity of the electrons is much smaller than the random thermal velocity.

In the model the two-term Boltzmann equation is written in the form of contributions of several processes:

- The net creation or loss of electrons on the time scale of interest (the interpolation interval).
- The electron flux in energy space, driven by the applied electric field.
- Elastic scattering collisions.
- Electron-electron collisions.
- Inelastic collisions.
- External sources of electrons.

From the solution of the Boltzmann equation in energy space \(f_0(u)\) all forward and reverse electron excitation rates, electrical power partitioning as well as plasma parameters such as drift velocity, mobility, average and characteristic energies, effective temperature etc.) may be obtained. Furthermore, the energy-integral of the Boltzmann equation yields an expression for the conservation of the electron number density
\[
    \frac{dn_e}{dt} = n_e (\alpha_2 - \beta) - \gamma n_e^2
\]  
(B.10)
with $\alpha_2$ being the total secondary ionisation, $\beta$ is the electron attachment frequency and $\gamma$ is the rate constant for ionic recombination.

The Boltzmann equation is solved numerically by using the so-called integro-interpolation method. This method is an iterative technique which starts with an initial guess $f^0$ and subsequently generates a series of increasingly accurate approximations $f^k$. An acceptable approximation to the Boltzmann equation is assumed to have been attained when a predefined convergence criterion between $f^2$ and $f^{2+1}$ is satisfied.

The electron density equation $dn_e/dt$ [Eq. B.10] is a parameter in the process. Since the actual value of $dn_e/dt$ is known only after the Boltzmann equation has been solved, a self-consistent iterative method is used, starting with an initial estimate. Using this estimate the Boltzmann equation is solved recursively until the convergence criterion is met. The result is then used to obtain a better approximation of $\alpha_2$, $\beta$ and $\gamma$ to use in equation B.10, which then yields a more accurate result for $dn_e/dt$. The result of equation B.10 is subsequently implemented as a new initial guess for the solving procedure of the Boltzmann equation. This procedure is repeated until the values of $dn_e/dt$ converge to a predefined level.

### B.3 Parallel resistor model of a gas discharge

Using the above described kinetic model the behaviour of the discharge is calculated according to the parallel resistor model [2–4]. In this model the discharge is divided into a number of parallel layers, along the optical axis and transverse to the electrodes, see figure B.1.

For each layer a different set of initial conditions may be chosen, such as the initial electron density, corresponding to a fluctuation in the pre-ionisation density, or a different electric fields to account for the shape or the alignment of the electrodes [3].

During the calculation the properties of all layers are assumed to be uniform within each layer and the exchange of particles and energy between different layers is neglected by taking the layers thicker than the electron diffusion length. In order to be able to observe Large Spatial Scale Non-uniformities (LSSNs) the number of layers has to be high enough. In the model a number of 20 layers is used.

The electric field strength in each layer is calculated from the applied voltage and the average interelectrode separation across the layer thickness. Since in the experimental set-up the cathode is profiled while the anode is flat, the interelectrode distance
Figure B.1: Schematic drawing of the parallel resistor model. The discharge is divided into several parallel layers which are oriented along the optical axis (transversal to the plane of the page) and transverse to the electrodes. Each layer can be assigned specific initial values. The model equations are solved for each layer concurrently.

increases from the centre of discharge outwards, leading to a decrease in the electric field strength from one layer to another.

The electric currents through each layer are combined in the description of the electrical behaviour of the electric circuit, controlling the relation between the total discharge current and the discharge voltage.

B.4 Rate equations

The reactions taken into account in the modelling are given in tables B.1 and B.2. In table B.1 the considered reactions are shown for which the rate coefficients are determined by solving the Boltzmann equation. In table B.2 the considered rate equations are shown for which the rate constants were taken from literature.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ar} + e \rightarrow \text{Ar}^+ + e + e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ar} + e \rightarrow \text{Ar}^* + e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ar} + e \rightarrow \text{Ar}^{**} + e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ar}^* + e \rightarrow \text{Ar}^+ + e + e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ar}^{**} + e \rightarrow \text{Ar}^+ + e + e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ar}_2^* + e \rightarrow \text{Ar}^{**} + \text{Ar}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{F}_2 + e \rightarrow \text{F}^- + \text{F}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{F}_{2\text{ib}}^* + e \rightarrow \text{F}^- + \text{F}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{F}<em>2 + e \rightarrow \text{F}</em>{2\text{ib}}^* + e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{He} + e \rightarrow \text{He}^+ + e + e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{He} + e \rightarrow \text{He}^* + e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{He} + e \rightarrow \text{He}^{**} + e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{He}^* + e \rightarrow \text{He}^{**} + e + e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{He}^{**} + e \rightarrow \text{He}^+ + e + e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{He}_2^* + e \rightarrow \text{He}^{**} + \text{He}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table B.1: The rate equations governed by the discharge. The rate coefficients are derived from solving the Boltzmann equation. Taken from Demyanov et al., ref. [5].*
### Table B.2: The rate equations and rate coefficients used in the numerical model. The rate constants are taken from the literature. The rate coefficients are stated in units of cm³/s, cm⁶/s or s⁻¹. Rad: Radiation field at $\lambda = 193$ nm. Phot: Photon at a different wavelength than $\lambda = 193$ nm. Taken from Demyanov et al., ref. [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Rate ($10^X$)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{He}^+ + \text{He} + \text{He} \rightarrow \text{He}_2^+ + \text{He}$</td>
<td>1.0 (-31)</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ar}^+ + \text{Ar} + \text{Ar} \rightarrow \text{Ar}_2^+ + \text{Ar}$</td>
<td>2.5 (-31)</td>
<td>[7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ar}^+ + \text{He} + \text{Ar} \rightarrow \text{Ar}_2^+ + \text{He}$</td>
<td>2.5 (-31)</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ar}^+ + \text{F}_2 \rightarrow \text{ArF}_2^+ + \text{F}$</td>
<td>4.0 (-10)</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ar}^+ + \text{F}^- \rightarrow \text{ArF}^*$</td>
<td>9.1 (-7)</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ar}_2^+ + \text{F}^- \rightarrow \text{ArF}_2^+ + \text{Ar}$</td>
<td>9.26 (-7)</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{He}^+ + \text{F}^- \rightarrow \text{F}^+ + \text{He}$</td>
<td>6.94 (-6)</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{He}_2^+ + \text{F}^- \rightarrow \text{F}^+ + \text{He} + \text{He}$</td>
<td>5.08 (-6)</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ar}^* \rightarrow \text{Ar}^+ + \text{Phot}$</td>
<td>1.4 (+7)</td>
<td>[11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{He}^{<em>\ast} \rightarrow \text{He}^</em> + \text{Phot}$</td>
<td>1.0 (+8) Estimate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{ArF}^* \rightarrow \text{Ar} + \text{F} + \nu$</td>
<td>2.38 (+8)</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{ArF}^* + \text{Rad} \rightarrow \text{Ar} + \text{F} + \text{Rad}$</td>
<td>2.7 (-16)</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ar}^* + \text{Rad} \rightarrow \text{Ar}^+ + \text{e}$</td>
<td>3.0 (-18)</td>
<td>[13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{F}_2 + \text{Rad} \rightarrow \text{F} + \text{F}$</td>
<td>1.5 (-21)</td>
<td>[13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{F}^- + \text{Rad} \rightarrow \text{F} + \text{e}$</td>
<td>9.7 (-18)</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ar}_3\text{F}^* + \text{Rad} \rightarrow \text{ArF}_2^* + \text{Ar}$</td>
<td>1.0 (-18)</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ar}_2^+ + \text{Rad} \rightarrow \text{Ar}_2^+ + \text{e}$</td>
<td>4.0 (-18)</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{ArF}^* + \text{e} \rightarrow \text{Ar} + \text{F} + \text{e}$</td>
<td>2.0 (-7)</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{ArF}^* + \text{F}_2 \rightarrow \text{Ar} + \text{F} + \text{F} + \text{F}$</td>
<td>1.900 (-9)</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{ArF}^* + \text{He} \rightarrow \text{Ar} + \text{He} + \text{F}$</td>
<td>9.000 (-12)</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{ArF}^* + \text{He} \rightarrow \text{He} + \text{Ar} + \text{F}$</td>
<td>1.000 (-12)</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{ArF}^* + \text{He} + \text{Ar} \rightarrow \text{Ar}_2\text{F}^* + \text{He}$</td>
<td>1.000 (-31)</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ar}^* + \text{Ar}^* \rightarrow \text{Ar}^+ + \text{e} + \text{Ar}$</td>
<td>5.000 (-10)</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ar}_2\text{F}^* + \text{He} \rightarrow \text{Ar} + \text{Ar} + \text{F} + \text{He}$</td>
<td>1.000 (-12)</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ar}^* + \text{Ar} + \text{Ar} \rightarrow \text{Ar}_2^+ + \text{Ar}$</td>
<td>2.500 (-32)</td>
<td>[16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ar}^* + \text{Ar} + \text{He} \rightarrow \text{Ar}_2^* + \text{He}$</td>
<td>8.000 (-33) Estimate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ar}_2^* \rightarrow \text{Ar} + \text{Ar}$</td>
<td>2.380 (+8)</td>
<td>[16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{F}^- \rightarrow \text{F} + \text{Phot}$</td>
<td>2.700 (+8) Estimate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Summary

The goal of our research is the realisation of a gas discharge pumped argon-fluoride laser with a long pulse length ($\tau_{\text{pulse}} \gtrsim 100$ ns) with a high pulse energy ($E_{\text{pulse}} \gtrsim 100$ ns), preferably capable of operating at a high pulse repetition rate (Rep.Rate up to 1 kHz). The wavelength of this laser is $\lambda = 193$ nm, deep ultra violet. Applications of this laser are nano-lithography and applications of a bio-physical nature such as surgery and the in vivo study of bacteria.

In comparison with short-pulse lasers ($\tau_{\text{pulse}} \lesssim 20$ ns) long pulses are much more efficient, because applications such as cutting and drilling go faster and because the lower peak power of the pulse, at the same total pulse energy, reduces the damaging of optics. In principle long pulse lasers may be operated also at a higher energy efficiency than short pulse lasers.

The studied laser operates by an electric discharge in a gas mixture. The discharge must be homogeneous throughout the discharge volume ($V_{\text{disch}} \sim 100$ cm$^3$) in order to obtain laser operation. This means that the discharge should not break down into separate arcs.

The laser gas mixture consists of a few percents of fluorine and argon in helium and/or neon at a total pressure of several bar. Gas discharges in mixtures containing fluorine are less stable than in gas mixtures without fluorine. The scientific side of this thesis is therefore to study the discharge stability as required for a good laser performance. This has resulted in a better understanding and new concepts. The engineering side is to develop the technology to fulfil as good as possible the theoretical requirements. The realised set-ups have shown a much longer discharge stability and a much better laser performance than reported before.

During the research several electric circuits have been designed and tested to pump the gas discharge. The results show that the operation characteristics of the ArF laser
primarily depend on the stability of the gas discharge, specifically on the homogeneity of the pre-ionisation and the connected starting quality of the discharge. The more homogeneous and stable the discharge is, the longer is the maximum available laser pulse length. The starting quality of the discharge is determined by the height and the rise time of the applied voltage pulse and by the rise time of the current in the very first moments after the discharge is ignited. However, after the starting of the discharge its stability is mainly dependent on the fluorine concentration of the gas mixture. The higher the fluorine concentration is, the faster the discharge deteriorates into arcs.

The ArF laser has been studied in two ‘regimes’:

1. A regime with ‘regular’ fluorine and argon concentrations ([F₂] = 0.15 %, [Ar] = 2.50 %), helium as the buffer gas (at a total gas pressure of Pₜₐₜ = 4 bar) and high charging voltages (Vₜₐₜ = 30 kV).
   This results in short pulses (τpulse ~ 25 ns) and high specific output energies (Eₚₒᵤₜ ~ 1.9 J/ℓ).

2. A regime with low fluorine and argon concentrations ([F₂] ~ 0.02 %, [Ar] ~ 1.00 %), neon as the buffer gas (at a total gas pressure of Pₜₐₜ = 5 bar) and low charging voltages (Vₜₐₜ ~ 7.5 kV).
   This results in the sough-after long pulses (τpulse up to ~ 120 ns) and low specific output energies (Eₚₒᵤₜ ~ 20 mJ/ℓ).

Ad 1: The different electric circuits have been tested under identical circumstances in order to investigate the results of differently shaped voltage pulses for the excitation of the gas mixture.

It appears that the combination of the pre-ionisation timing and the shape of the voltage pulse has a large influence on the performance of the laser. Variations of a few ns in the timing of the pre-ionisation pulse with respect to the voltage pulse can cause differences of tens of percents in the output energy and the pulse length of the laser. The explanation for this effect is found in the way the pre-ionisation electron density is multiplied to that of the discharge breakdown. The optimum laser performance is obtained when the polarity of the voltage across the electrodes is reversed during the electron density multiplication, but prior to the discharge breakdown.

The reduction of the self-inductance of the peaking circuit, resulting in an increase of the applied input power in the very first moments of the discharge, turns out to be of a crucial importance for the generation of high output powers and long laser pulses. The laser performance is increased by using neon as the buffer gas instead of...
helium, which is mainly due to the higher discharge stability of the neon-buffered gas discharge.

Ad 2: The laser performance has been studied parametrically with respect to the pre-ionisation timing, the input power and the composition and the total pressure of the gas mixture.

The optimum gas composition with respect to the output power of the laser turns out to be 1 mbar F₂, 50 mbar Ar in the buffer gas Ne at a total gas pressure of \( P_{\text{tot}} = 4.5 \) bar. This gas mixture is similar to the optimum gas mixture of the well-known long pulse XeCl excimer laser. The laser pulse length increases rapidly with a decreasing concentration of the active ingredients, fluorine and argon, in the gas mixture. The difference in the optimum conditions with respect to the pulse length and the output energy is caused by a trade-off between the laser gain and the discharge stability.

The laser performance is less sensitive to variations of the pre-ionisation timing than in the short pulse regime, probably because of the lower fluorine concentration and a higher pre-ionisation electron density. Both the output energy and the pulse length increase when the input power is raised, although the output energy seems to saturate at high input powers.

The present studies have been evaluated in view of the next generation ArF excimer lasers. In addition to several considerations for constructing gas discharge pumped excimer lasers the relevant parameters for the optimisation of the discharge quality and of the laser have been found.
Samenvatting

Het doel van het onderzoek is de realisatie van een gasontladings-gepompte argon-fluoride laser met een lange puls ($\tau_{\text{puls}} \approx 100 \text{ ns}$) en met een hoog vermogen ($E_{\text{puls}} \approx 100 \text{ mJ}$), bij voorkeur geschikt voor hoge puls-herhalingsfrequencies (Rep.Rate tot 1 kHz). De golflengte van deze laser is $\lambda = 193 \text{ nm}$, diep ultra violet. Doelstellingen voor het gebruik van deze laser liggen in de nano-lithografie en in biofysische bewerkingen, onder andere chirurgie en het onderzoek aan bacterieën in vivo.

Vergeleken met de huidige korte-pulslasers ($\tau_{\text{puls}} \approx 20 \text{ ns}$) zijn lange laserpulsen voor veel bewerkingen efficiënter doordat bewerkingen sneller kunnen worden uitgevoerd en omdat een lager piekvermogen van de pulsen de kans op beschadiging van de gebruikte optiek vermindert. In principe kan een lange-pulslaser ook worden bedreven met een hoger energetisch rendement dan een korte-pulslaser.

De bestudeerde laser werkt door middel van een elektrische ontlading in een gasmengsel. Om laserwerking te kunnen vertonen moet de ontlading homogeen zijn in het gehele ontlastingsvolume (ca. 100 cm$^3$), dat wil zeggen: de ontlading mag niet ontaarden in afzonderlijke vonken.

Het gasmengsel bestaat uit een paar procent fluor en argon in helium en/of neon bij een totaaldruk van een paar bar. In fluor-bevattende gasmengsels kunnen ontladingen minder lang homogeen gehouden worden dan in een gasmengsel zonder fluor. Het wetenschappelijke karakter van het onderzoek is daarom het bestuderen van de ontladingstabiliteit in relatie tot de laserwerking. De resultaten hiervan zijn een beter begrip en nieuwe concepten. De technische kant van het onderzoek is gelegen in de ontwikkeling van technologieën die zo goed mogelijk aan de theoretische eisen voldoen. De gebouwde opstellingen hebben geresulteerd in een veel langere ontladingstabiliteit en een betere laserwerking dan voorheen beschreven.

Tijdens het onderzoek zijn verschillende elektrische circuits ontworpen en getest voor
het pompen van de ontlanding. De resultaten tonen aan dat de werking van de ArF laser primair afhankelijk is van de stabilité van de gasontlanding; met name de homogeniteit van de voorionisatie en de daarmee samenhangende startkwaliteit van de ontlanding. Hoe homogener en stabiler de ontlanding is, des te langer de laserpuls kan zijn. De startkwaliteit van de ontlanding wordt enerzijds bepaald door de hoogte en de stijging van de aangelegde spanningspuls en anderzijds door de stijging van de stroom direct na de ontsteking van het gas. Echter, na de ontsteking van de ontlanding is de ontlandingstabielheid vooral afhankelijk van de fluorconcentratie in het gas. Hoe hoger de fluorconcentratie is, des te sneller de ontlanding tot vonken desintegreert.

De ArF laser is in twee ‘gebieden’ bestudeerd:

1. Een gebied met een ‘gebruikelijke’ fluor- en argon concentratie ([F₂] = 0.15 %, [Ar] = 2.50 %), helium als buffergas (bij een totale gasdruk van \( P_{\text{tot}} = 4 \text{ bar} \)) en laadspanningen van \( \sim 30 \text{ kV} \).
   Dit resulteert in korte pulsen (\( \tau_{\text{puls}} \sim 25 \text{ ns FWHM} \)) en hoge soortelijke energieopbrengsten (\( E_{\text{out}} \sim 1.9 \text{ J/l} \)).

2. Een gebied met een zeer lage fluor- en argonconcentratie ([F₂] \( \sim 0.02 \% \), [Ar] \( \sim 1.00 \% \), neon als buffergas (bij een totale gasdruk van \( P_{\text{tot}} = 5 \text{ bar} \)) en laadspanningen van \( \sim 5 \text{ kV} \).
   Hierbij zijn de gewenste zeer lange laser pulsen (\( \tau_{\text{puls} \text{ tot}} \sim 120 \text{ ns FWHM} \)) gerealiseerd. De soortelijke energieopbrengsten liggen rond (\( E_{\text{out}} \sim 20 \text{ mJ/l} \)).

Ad 1: De verschillende circuits zijn getest onder gelijke omstandigheden zodat de resultaten van de verschillende spanningspulsvoormen voor het pompen van de gasontlanding met elkaar vergeleken konden worden.

Het blijkt dat de combinatie van de voorionisatie-timing en de spanningsvorm een grote invloed heeft op het gedrag van de laser. Variaties in de timing van de voorionisatie van enkele ns kunnen verschillen van tientallen procenten in de pulsenenergie en de pulslengte veroorzaken. De verklaring hiervoor ligt in de manier waarop de elektro-nendichtheid van de voorionisatie wordt vermenigvuldigd tot de ontlandingstart. De optimale output blijkt te worden gegeneereerd wanneer de polariteit van de spanning over de elektroden omkeert tijdens de vermenigvuldiging van de electronendichtheid, maar voordat de ontlanding start.

Het verlagen van de zelfinductie van het peaking circuit, zodat het initiële pompvermogen wordt verhoogd, blijkt van cruciaal belang te zijn voor het genereren van hoge vermogens en lange laserpulsen. Zowel de pulslengte als de outputenergie van de laser
worden verbeterd door het gebruik van neon als buffergas, in plaats van helium. Dit is voornamelijk het gevolg van een hogere stabiliteit van de ontlading met neon.

Ad 2: Het gedrag van de laser is parametrisch bestudeerd met betrekking tot de voorionisatie-timing, het aangelegde pompvermogen, de gassamenstelling en de totale gasdruk.

In het onderzoek naar het effect van de gassamenstelling blijkt een -voor de output-optimale gassamenstelling voor onze opstelling van 1 mbar F₂ en 50 mbar Ar in 4.5 bar Ne. Dit gasmengsel ligt dicht bij het optimale recept voor de welbekende lange-puls XeCl excimeer lasers. De laserpulsduur neemt snel toe wanneer de concentratie actieve ingrediënten (F₂ en Ar) in het gas afneemt. Het verschil in de optimale condities voor de pulsduur en de energieopbrengst van de laser wordt veroorzaakt door een negatieve correlatie tussen de lasergain en de ontladingsstabiliteit.

Het gedrag van de laser is minder sterk afhankelijk van de timing van de voorionisatie dan in het korte-pulsregime, waarschijnlijk door de lagere fluorconcentratie en een hogere voorionisatie-electronendichtheid. Zowel de pulsduur als de energieopbrengst nemen toe wanneer het pompvermogen wordt vergroot, hoewel de energieopbrengst lijkt te tezadigen bij hoge pompvermogens.

Het onderzoek is geëvalueerd met het oog op de volgende generatie ArF excimeer lasers. Naast enkele zaken die betrekking hebben op de constructie van gasontladingsgepompte excimeerlasers zijn de relevante parameters voor de optimalisatie van de ontladingskwaliteit en van de laser zelf gevonden.
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Errata

in the thesis

On the long pulse operation of a discharge pumped ArF excimer laser

of

Louw Feenstra

P.94-96, Figs.6.4-6.6: The legends should read: \( \cdots \cdots \) \( V_{\text{laser}} \) \( V_P \) \( \cdots \cdots I_{\text{main}} \) \( \cdots \cdots V_X \)

P.99, Par.2, Ln.2-5: “Assuming . . . results.” Replace “reduction” with “increase” and “\( \Delta E_{\text{th}}/E_{\text{bulk}} = 0.8 \% \)” with “\( \Delta E_{\text{th}}/E_{\text{bulk}} = 0.7 \% \)”

P.106, Item \( P_{\text{calc,E}} \): Remove the sentence: “Note the different . . . ”

P.144, Ln.1 below Eq.B.3: Replace definitions of \( R_f \) and \( R_r \) with \( R_f = k_f \prod_i \left[ X_i \right] \mu_i \) and \( R_r = k_r \prod_i \left[ X_i \right] \nu_i \)